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ABSTRACT 

Interviews were held with 126 Year 10 and 23 Year 11 students 
to obtain a description of the knowledge that students had 
about the way they were assessed. Data was obtained about the 
grades the students received, or expected to receive. The 
students also completed thQ same attitude scales in both sets 
of interviews. The most suitable criterion for analysing the 
Year 11 interview data was found to be the changes in 
assignment grades between Year 10 and Year 11. The criterion 
was verified by analysing the attitudinal data. Changes in 
attitude, based on relative grade changes, showed that the 
mo-st negative attitude changes occurred with students who 
had obtained higher grades in Year 10 than they had in Year 
11. The differences in grading practices between the high 
schools and the secondary college meant that the majority of 
students obtained lower grades in Year 11 than they did in 
Year 10. Students were found to have -a selective knowledge of 
the assessment system with the most •academically successful• 
students knowin9 more about the assessment system than the 
•academically less successful". Two underlying constructs, 
communication and real ism, are used in an a-ttempt to 
explain the data. The approach of asking students about 
assessment is recommended for use an evaluative tool in 
curr i cu 1 um de.ve l opmen t. 
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PREFACE 

This study is an expression of ~art cf the precess that I hav~ 
been undergoing for several years that of trying to 
understand the inter-relationship between students and 
assessment techniques. Consquently, the study has been 
influenced by friends, colleagues and lecturers. Perhaps the 
greatest responsibility for the approach taken in this study 
has to 90 to Dr. Frank Coulter who persuaded me to undertake a 
qualitative methodology. 

The design of the initial section of the study was developed 
with the help and cooperation of Dr. A<irian Fordham and Janet 
Hunt of the Evaluation and Research Section of the ACT Schools 
Authority. 

The interviews required the help, tolerance and time of · 
students and teachers. I am grateful to all those who were 
involved in the process and I appreciated the honesty of the 
students~ responses. 

The process of analysing the data was much more complex than I 
expected. The patience, support and humour of Dr. Lawrie 
Kendall has proved to be an essential ingr•dient for the 
completicin of th.is study. His greatest achievement in 1984 
must be his translation of my earlier drafts of this study. 
The generous and timely assistance of Dr. Cherry Collins in 
redirecting my thinldn9 from assessment into curriculum 
provided a major break-through in my understanding .of the 
data. 

My total gratitude goes to my wife, Norma~ for the support and 
en.couragement she has 9iven to me du.ring this study and fer 
her uncanny ability ta spot my spelling mistakes. 
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-.YrlO_ass_gr 
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Year 10 assignment grade 
Year 10 Certificate 9rade that the 
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value_ass_ll 
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Ease of assignment scale in Year 10 
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Value of assignment scale in Year 10 

Value cf grade scale in Year 11 
Ease of assignment scale in Year 11 
Enjoyment of assi9nment scale in Year 11 
Value o-f assignment scale in Year 11 

Student Group Abbreviations 
M.to.H Medium to high grade change 
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H 
L 

Medium to low grade change 
High grade <no change) 
Low grade <no change> 
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.!.: INTRODUCTION 

The assessment of students by teachers is taken for 9ranted by 

students, parents, teachers and the community as a whole. 

The process Js based on "of course" assumptions (Schultz in 

Morris, 1977) about the nature of schoolin9 and the role of 

assessment and certification. Assessment is certainly a major 

factor in the relationship between students and teachers 

(Hargreaves,1975:114; Bowles Be Gintis,1976:39>. If it is so 

important and so central to schooling, then students could be 

expected to be reasonably well informed about the.process. My 

own experiences led me to question just how informed students 

are and whether their knowled9e is selectively distributed. 

This study is an exploratory attempt to describe the knowledge 

that some students have about the assessment system they are 

experiencing. 

Assessment, in a general sense, implies the act of making a 

judgement about the worth of somethin9. So defined, it covers 

a whole range of human activities. Assessment in school, 

however, 9enerally refers to a much more formal activity - the 

actions of teachers and examiners which ar-e jud9ements on 

whether learning by students has taken place, (Meighan, 1981). 

These assessments may be reported by a variety of methods to a 

variety of audiences. The most common methods in the 
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The Student Assessed Introduction 

A.C.T. are term/ semester reports and the Year 10 and Year 12 

Certific-tes. Reports generally contain written comments and 

may contain grades. Grades are a form of assessment where the 

students are ranked according to some criteria. The student 

may •achieve• a grade in competition with other students 

(normative ranking) or by completing a set of predefined tasks 

(criterion based assessment>. The terms assessment and grades 

are confused in the literature and depend, to some extent, on 

the country of origin of the article. American writers use the 

term grades almost exclusively. 

There are underlying, and often unstated assumptions about the 

assessment systems used in schools. Most teachers and students 

accept the "standard scheme of behaviour" (Schultz in 

Morris, 1977) necessary for the smooth operation of the 

system. The assessment system is based on, at least, three 

main assumptions: firstly, that the assessment strate9ies 

fairly, accurately and obJectively reveal how well a person 

secondly, " .. the Jud9ements <are) about 

pupils and their learnin9, not about the teaching they have 

received .. "; and thirdly, " that grading and ranxin9 of 

pupils is a matter for public concern and scrutiny •••• ". 

CWade,1978,:149> 

There are two key words in the first assumption:"fairly" and 

•objectively". Fairness is an idea used consistently by 

-2-
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The Student Assessed Introduction 

students - they protest when they recognise that a system is 

unfair. The word is also used by the Schools Commission when 

they state that the principle of equity demands that 

" •• schools and systems will treat all children fairly.," 

<Tannock,1984,:13). However, the word "objectively 0 reflects 

an empirical approach to education which ignores its social 

context. 

Wade, in the first assumption, is probably only considerin9 

academic learni·ng. He does not question how much of that 

learning was accomplished in school, nor does he question the 

inter-relationship between learning and the social interaction 

between the student and the teacher .• In the second assumption 

he is probably considering the teacher to be the classroom 

teacher. Students have many teachers: parents, relatives and 

friends. These teachers may help or they may hinder the 

learning which is assessed in schools. 

The third assumption, carried out in practice, simply 

contributes to the high level of meaning and anxiety that 

grades hold for students. In an investigation that I conducted 

in 1982, Year 11 students in a secondary coile9e were much 

more concerned about their English grades than they were about 

their Mathematics <the English grade factor 

contributing 35% of the variance in a factor analysis of 

the questionnaire). When this was related to comments made by 

-3-
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The Student Assessed Introduction 

students in group discussions, it was found that the concern 

came from a lack of certainty about the way the 9rades were 

calculated. The survey also showed that students placed more 

importance upon the grades they received than upon any other 

factors cover~d in the survey such as: counselling, 

information or the amount o4 effort they put into their work. 

Informal discussions with students had still left the nagging 

doubt that many of their problems. in secondary college related 

to their experiences in school. Earlier research 

that I conducted in 1978 had indicated that students from 

different high schools gained significantly different results 

in their first term at a secondary college. 

These tentative findings suggested that a study of students' 

knowledge over the transition from high school to secondary 

college could generate interesting hypotheses about the 

sources of problems some students face. A transition study 

could explore several facets of students• experiences: 

firstly, whether students experience any chan9es in the 

assessment system; secondly, whether there are anf ~han~es in 

opinion about the Year 

gaining it; and thirdly, 

10 Certificate prior to it and after 

whether there are any differences 

between pre-Year 10 Certificate and pre-Year 12 Certificate 

atti.tudes. 

r 



The Student Assessed Introduction 

The study sho~ld be able to make some contribution to the more 

9eneral issues of certification and autonomy. Certification 

has to do with the form, function and usefulness of the two 

existing certificates in the A.C.T. and with the provision of 

alternative documents. Autonomy becomes an issue when schools 

have the freedom to independently develop their curricula, but 

they also have the responsibility to provide students with a 

coherent body of academic knowledge as they pro9ress throu9h 

the system. 

However, the major issue this study seeks to address is 

whether students have selectively different amounts of 

knowledge about the the assessment systems they experience. 

FRAMEWORK - OR LOGIC OF THE STUDY 

ASSUMPTIONS 

This study is based on several assumptions: 

1. A school has an identifiable approach or several 

identifiable approaches towards learning~ 

2. Different approaches towards learning involve different 

forms of assessment. 

3. Student learnin9 is the main purpose cf schooling. 

4. Assessment is mainly used to judge whether learnin9 has 

taken place. 

-5-
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The Student Assessed Introduction 

5. Conseq-uently, assessment is related to the purpose of 

school in9. 

PROPOSITIONS 

These assumptions lead to several propositions: 

1. Students' understandings of ,the purpose af schooling are 

gained mainly through the assessments they receive. 

2. A student's knowledge of and feelings about assessment 

will relate to the role it has played in his/her schooling. 

3. A student's knowledge of and feelings about assessment 

will change as the assessment system changes. 

METHODOLOGY 

The lack of research into this area of student awareness and 

the type of information being sought dictated that a 

qualitative approach had to be used. In order to describe a 

student's perception of his/her knowledge it was decided that 

validity would be better served if the student's own 

perceptions were utilized. The best approach would seem to be 

to use a phenomenological approach (such as ethnomethodology 

or symbolic interactionism) spending a considerable amount of 

time observing behaviour and discussin9 its meanin9s with 

those involved. However, financial constraints restricted the 

apprbach in this study to a semi-formal interview technique. 

-6-
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The Student Assessed Introduction 

Within the limits set by these financial constraints, I 

intended to 9ain a description of the student's awareness of 

the assessment system. By havin4:1 a preliminary interview in 

Year 10 followed by a full interview in Year 11, I intended to 

explore influences on the knowledge of students. In Year 10, 

this would allow an indication of the influence of the school 

versus the subject. In the process of analysing the interview 

data, the data could first be examined on a school-by-school 

basis and then re-examined on a subject-by-subject basis. 

Common and contrastin9 statements would indicate whether the 

way the school operated or the way the subject was tau9ht had 

the 9reater influence on the students' perceptions. In Year 

11, the individual interview would allow for the exploration 

of individual differences. The data thus could be analysed 

both in terms of the students' perceptions of a 

particular subject and their perceptions of the assessment 

system in general. 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this study was to describe 

a. What some students knew about the way they ar-e assessed. 

b. How differences in knowled9e of assessment relate to 

interest and achievement. 

c. How feelin9s about assessment were related to knowled9e ot 

-7-
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The Student Assessed Introduc:tion 

assessment and achievement. 

d. What were some of the sources of differences in knowledge 

of assessment and -feelings about it for these students. 

DELIMITATIONS 

The main focus of this study was the student. School effects 

and subject were considered in the data obtained from the Year 

10 interviews, but they were not part of the analysis of the 

Year 11 section of the study. There was no attempt to measure 

the a9reement bett4'een student and teacher ·perspectives, 

although this could be a most 

approach. 

interesting and fruitful 

Background information that was gathered was limited and no 

attempt was made to allow for such variables. The influence of 

parents• attitudes on students• attitudes towards school and 

hence towards assessment is probably considerable <e5. 

Woods ( 1979), Rutter ( 1980), Coulter(1980)), but it was not 

described in this study. 

The interview situation, being at a +ixe,,d time, made an 

indeterminate demand on students• memories. A more sensitive 

and thorough approach would have b~en to hold the interviews 

immediately after the event being described <e9. getting their 

-8-
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The Student Assessed Introduction 

work back). 

LIMITATIONS 

The study used students from three high schools whose students 

normally feed into one secondary college. The original group 

of students was selected from timetabled classes, in 

preference to a random sample, so as to minimise disruptions 

to the school routine. The subjects that were chosen were 

English, Mathematics and at 

Ch.3, p.41). Thi5 selection was 

least two other subjects (see 

intended to 9ive a spread of 

opinions. The classes that were selected, and the students 

from these classes, were again chosen to provide a range of 

opinion~. It was expected that students fr6m different ability 

doing different subjects and undergoing different 

types of assessment systems would have different opinions. 

Hence, the original sample was not randomly selected and the 

findings of the study cannot be generalised to any wider 

population. 

My status as a teacher/researcher/interviewer could have 

influenced student discussion. I had taught in two of the high 

schools and was currently teaching in the secondary college. 

The amount of influence this might have had was not 

-9-
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determinable in this study. 

The time available for the study was limited and this created 

several problems. The Year 10 interviews were held in 9roups 

of six so as to 9ain the spread of opinions. These group 

interviews were not tape-recorded because there was no ~lear 

way of identifyin9 the students on the tapes and because the 

interview environments were too noisy. An agreement was made 

with the high schools for the interviews to be finished before 

the end of October so as to minimise the disruptions near the 

end cf the school year. This resulted in less th•n the full 

sample of students bein9 obtained from one hi9h school. These 

time problems were, in part, caused by the initial section of 

the study bein9 part of a lar9er study. This study was an 

entity in its own right, but the data from the Year 10 section 

of the study was also used by the Evaluation and Research 

Section of the ACT. Schools Office as part of their High 

School Review research programme. This involvement 9ave a 

bias lo the sample and to the questions that were asked. It 

also 9ave access to students at a time when it would have been 

otherwise impossible~ 

The credibility of this study depends on the reliability and 

validity of the methcdalo9y. Lecompte et al. (1982) 9ave 

several guidelines to assist in the task of improvin9 

internal and external validity and reliability. The following 

-10-
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The Student Assessed Introduction 

two paragraphs indicate the extent to which I was able to 

implement these recommendations within the limitations of 

time, staff resources and restricted access to students 

involved in the study. 

I have attempted to provide some measure of external vali~ity 

by describing my position as interviewer. 

high schools refused to be interviewed, 

No students in the 

which may indicate 

something of their status in those institutions. The 

difficulties I had in obtainin9 the sample of students in 

secondary college must have had an impact on the external 

reliability of the study, but it is also an indication of the 

changing value system at secondary college level. The 

observation that students after their first term had already 

become anxious about the problems of missing classes indicates 

that college work is perceived to be different from high 

school work. The approach to coding in the study was 

preliminary and tentative. As I was the only interviewer and 

analyser of the data, no inter - rater reliability measure was 

attempted. This reduces the internal reliabilty of the data. 

However, as most of the analysis required and used low 

inference interpretations of the data, this was not such a 

major concern at this stage of theory development. 

The methodology used in this study improves the validity of 

the data. A major concern in the collection of data was to 

-11-
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find out what the students knew about methods of assessment. A 

questionnaire would have floundered at the level of the 

lan•3ua9e used, Students often claimed that that they did not 

l<now what, for example, moderation was; but in subsequent 

discussion it was obvious that they were aware that their work 

had been compared. More valid information was obtained by 

trying to use the students' own language, by talking at their 

pace and by being sensitive to their anxieties. The problems 

of external validity are unresolvable with such as-all 

sample. There is some justification for expecting that at 

least a ran9e of opinions has been sampled, although there is 

no way of indicating how these opinions represent the total 

population at the time of the study, 

The study is not intended to provide a full analysis ~sit is 

limited in its scope and by its resources. It does attempt to 

provide a low level of _ theory development; that is a formative 

/elementism sta3e (Yinger, 1978), which hopefully may initiate 

higher order theory development. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

This study attempts to describe part of the everyday life of 

students. There have been several recent studies in Australia 

that have attempted this difficult task in very different ways 

-12-
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<The Homework Study, Coulter, 1978; Student Choice of 

Secondary Colleg e, Snot"den, 1983; Exp ectations of Secondary 

Schools, Collins et al., 1978; Schooling for 15 and 16 

Year Olds, Schools Commission, 1980). 

Much of the research has indicated that schools are 

fundamentally academic in spite of their 1 iberal aims, An 

academic emphasis will give considerable importance to the 

grading of students. This study will provide more information 

about the scope of students' perception5 of this emphasis. It 

should also be able to provide an evaluativ• rationale for 

teachers and students to use in course development. 

The major intention is to provide a description of some of the 

problems experienced by students in their first term of 

The findings should give an indication of 

the main source (or sources> of these problems. 

-13-
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~: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

There is a limited amount of research directly about students' 

understanding of assessment, but there has been an abundance 

of research which is peripheral to or related to the topic. To 

try to simplify the complexity of and the interactions amongst 

the research the following diagram may help: 

TECHNICAL 
OBJECTIVE 
APPROACH 

Techniques of 
Grading. 

Comparative 
Grading. 

Curriculum and 
Assessment. 

RATIONAL 
SUB.JECTIVE 
APPROACH 

Social Context 
of Schoolin9 
and Assessment. 

Attitude To~'llards 
Assessment. 

Student Understand
ing of Assessment. 

FIGURE 2.1 Themes o+ Research Related to Assessment 
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The Student Assessed Review of the Literature 

There is a continuum of theoretical assumptions from 

those used by the empirical school to those used by the more 

recent interactionist schools of thought. These assumptions 

relate directly to the degree that researchers agree or 

disagree with the first major assumption discussed in chapter 

1 ' ie. that "the assessment strategies fairly, accurately 

and objectively reveal how well a person has learned •• ". 

Apparently, researchers in the empirical tradition accepted 

the assumption, it was another "of course• assumption. 

Researchers who used a more subjective methodology generally 

considered that the process of assessment could not be 

separated from its meaning to assessors and assessed, and so 

were unable to accept the assumption. Curriculum developers 

have tended to adopt theories that suit their "of 

course" assumptions about school and so frequently have fallen 

into a philosophical no-mans-land between the two extremes. 

TECHNIQUES OF GRADING , 

Most writers concerned with the techniques of grading appear 

to totally ignore the students who are being assessed. The 

writers• major concerns are to improve the quality of the 

assessment devj.ces, ie. they are trying to make the first 

assumption technically possible. 

Two of the stated major functions of behavioural objectives 

-15-
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are: 

(1) to aid in the design of more efficient 
instructi~nal programs; 
(2) to pr-ovide a basis for evaluating the 
effects of programs, (Hivey,1974:16) 

The students are not mentioned, apparently they are not 

significant for the researcher concerned with behavioural 

learning. Gronlund(1974) in discussing the function of marking 

and reporting systems gave most emphasis to administrative 

functions. Perhaps, as Dellow et al. (1980) and others have 

suggested, he ~,as reproducing a value s:ystem. 

Two technical articles on assessment used grades to look for 

consistency, trying to test their validity. Goldman et 

al. (1976) compared different subject areas and commented 

that: 

Grading standards do not differ capriciously ••... 
apparently the assessment of human perfomance is rarely 
absolute, (Goldman et al., 1976:389) 

Their article was basically concerned with fairness, which 

they considered as essential for the internal validity of 

grading. Lewis et a.l. (1978) found that there was 

considerable diversity in the information t~at En9lish 

teachers used to calculate grades both at high school and 

col le9e leve ls. There was an unstated assumption that 9rades 

should be consistently obtained if they are to be used for 

sel~ctive entry into the next institution. 

-16-
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The Student Assessed Review of the Literature 

Recent books on assessment (Satterly (1981>; and Lien 

! 1980)) totally ignore the importance of assessment for 

students. Satterly discussed whether standardised test results 

should be discussed with parents or students, but he was 

pessimistic about the possibilty of misinterpretation and 

generally discouraged the reader from attemptin9 to explain 

the results to parents or students. 

Like comparative grading research, this section of the 

literature is very "top down"; the researchers are the 

experts and the students or the teachers are the experimental 

subjects. They attempt to give teachers "legitimate expertise" 

in their role as teachers and assessors. 

COMPARATIVE GRADING 

This second series of resear.ch articles stemmed from the 

desire to evaluate changes in curriculum. It also may relate 

ta the availability of computer hardware and software capable 

of performing multitudinous correlations. The major themes of 

assessment that were bein9 experimented with at this time 

were: pass-fail gradin9, contract grading and individualised 

learning. The same assumptions were made by the group of 

researchers in this section as by those in the last section: 

-17-



The Student Assessed Review of the Literature 

that specialists could manipulate the situation without being 

involved in the process. 

The biggest apparent stimulant in the early 1970's was a 

recommendation in 1968 that competition in colleges should be 

reduced (Stallings, undated). Stallings found that 50% of 

students failed to take courses because of fear of low grades. 

SudoN C 1978) in a typical report on pass-fail grading found 

that students (at Berkeley !) thought that letter grades were 

not adequate as they did 

achievements or abilitiesi 

not fully describe the students• 

The most readable form of this 

generation of literature was Kirschenbaum et al's classic 

"Wad-Ja-Get" ( 1971> , which argued for alternative forms of 

assessment such as descriptive assessment or criterion ba-ed 

assessment. 

Hovel1(1979) found that attendance at class meetings which 

included tests and exams was greater than for other class 

meetings. Bredderman < 1980) and Yerber ( 1974) looked at 

differences associated with contract and traditional grading 

methods. Bredderman found that the type of grading was not as 

important as the general attitude towards teaching and 

learnin9 (for pre-service teachers>. Yerbe~ found no 

difference in attitude towards contract grading or traditional 

grading between two groups of Year 9 students. He recommended 

that there was no reason why teachers should not use the 

-18-
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contract approach, although his research gave no reason why 

they should. 

With a different approach, Levin et al (1980) found that the 

interaction patterns be.tween the teacher and the individual 

students in an individual learning situation were related to 

student achievement level, with teachers spending more time 

with more able students. 

L1 oyd ( 1976) noted that in individualised learning schemes, it 

is the •relativity of ex.eel lence' that makes teaching and 

assessin43 o-f non-streamed classes so difficult mainly 

because teachers are used to comparing the same work presented 

by different students. Reid(l978) proposed that a change in 

assessment strategies would change student behaviour: 

credit •••• biases the process towards what the student 
wants to do to achieve his own professional and personal 
competency (Reid, 1978:29). 

He does not, however, give any evidence that such a change 

would work in the direction of making students more concerned 

about learning and less concerned about grades, nor even that 

stud·ents .-,_ould see such a change as desirable. 

The last article in this section on comparative research about 

9radin9 is a cri de coeur from a teacher sensitive enough to 

identify logical inconsistencies caused by the imposition of 
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one assessment system on top of another. She concludes: 

the excitement of finding a school firmly tied to 
assessment procedures that try to maximise the 
marking of qualities of perseverance and social 
maturity evaporates before the final standardising 
and ranking that insists upon course scores that 
reflect only sustained ability. (Morgan, 1978:42 > 

Re~earchers reported in these two sections have set out to 

improve the quality of learning and assessment. They have 

failed to show that the process is ~fair• and "objective•, nor 

have they been able to provide any 9uidance for future 

directions in learning or assessment. Before considering the 

work on curriculum and assessment, the opposite end of the 

continuum of assumptions will be examined. 

SOCIAL CONTEXT OF SCHOOLING AND ASSESSMENT 

At the rational end of the continuum of assumptions (see 

p.14}, researchers have been more concerned with the 

interactions between the students and their schoolin9. 

Most of the si9nifica~t research about students• understandin9 

of school (and hence assessment) has been undertaken by 

sociologists. Some of the recent work has be-en stimulated by 

attempts to understand counter-school culture. If students can 

"pass• at school, then some students must be able to "fail". 

Often students who are in counter-school cultures have 
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'failed' at or been 'failed' by school. 

Much of the initial research was allied to the correspondence 

theory which proposed that education reproduced the 

inequality of capitalist society by Mle9itimatin9 the 

allocation of individuals to economic positions", (Bowles 1k 

Gintis, 1976:123). Gintis ~ Bowles (1981) re-emphasised the 

cont 1 ict inherent in liberal ideology when education is 

supposed to be egalitarian, developmental and integrative into 

society for all students. However, the society the students 

are to enter is not egalitarian. So changes effected in the 

school may have limited effects on the life chances of 

students after they leave school. 

Bourdieu proposed a similar thesis to Bowles• Gintis 

when he stated that; 

schools work in a biased manner by demanding of every 
child what only - some children can give ••••.• the 
curriculum of the school cannot be treated as a neutral 
object; some elements ••• are peculiarly dependent on the 
child's cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1976:156!. 

Jencks (1979) found · that the highest grade, or year of 

schooling, that a student completed was the best single 

predictor of eventual economic status. However, although good 

grades are associated with high earnings, it is only because 

they are associated with staying at school; "they are not the 

praxis for traits that employers find valuable" (Jencks, 
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1979:229) This is consistent with Bourdieu?s concept that 

cultural capital determines academic capital which determines 

economic success. A recent example of this is Ozlins (1980) 

description of Victorian H.s.c. Examiners Reports: 

these ••• are an example of a very powerful and 
self conscious culture continually monitoring and 
refining the basis for both its self esteem and 
conspicuous social presti9e,and very deliberately 
excluding those who do not already share this culture 

(Ozlins, 1980:183). 

Boudon <1973) suggested the aggregation paradox to explain 

the upward push on academic qualifications: 

every individual has a definite advantage .in trying 
to obtain as much education as possible •••• But as 
soon as all individuals want more education levels 
tend to degenerate (Boudon, 1973:198). 

Other researchers t-'1ere more concerned with the way that 

inequality was accepted as natural. Apple (1979) was concerned 

to find out how the basic routine of school encouraged 

students to accept the inherent inequalities. He suggested 

that : 

the basic framework of most curriculum rationality 
is generally supportive and accepting of the existing 
economic, ideolo9ical and intellectual framewor~ that 
apportions opportunity and power" (Apple,1979:107). 

Young (1983) noted that 

Australian secondary schools are characterised by 
the external constraints of the examination, the syllabus 
and the instrumental goals of status-maintenance and 
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status-achievement (Young, 1983:163>. 

He goes on to relate this external constraint to the 

interactions between students and teachers 

there is a simple dominant pattern of classroom 
communication •••• < we are just> beginning to understand 
the social significance of this pattern <Young, 1983:165). 

Sharpe et al. ( 1975) emphasised the difference between the 

professed curriculum of a primary school and its actual 

implementation: 

certain pupils are being denied their reality and 
the opportunity to orient themselves towards the hidden 
curriculum. This curriculum is an aspect of the teacher's 
real power and reality defining functions 

<Sharpe et al., 1975:218) 

The paradox that Sharpe et al. highlighted was that the 

emphasis on cooperation could mask a hierarchical situation. 

This was equally true for the teachers where: 

good relatiohships depended on a refusal to call 
into question established power positions and their 
legitimacy (Sharpe et al., 1975:219), 

Connell (1975> found that, especially in younger age groups 

(11 - 14 years>, students accepted the selective, examination 

centred precess as legitimate. This legitimacy implied that 

their failure was their own fault not the fault of the school. 
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As mentioned earlier, much cf the research into the 

process of schooling has been stimulated by students who have 

been failed by school. Nash (1983), in an article, 'Schools 

Can't Make Jobs', outlined the problems that New Zealand 

schools were faced with in trying to cater for both the 

requirements of high status occupations and those of low 

status occupations. He demonstrates the mismatch between 

school and work with employers• statements that students 

did not have, "acceptable attitudesN(Nash, 1983:126). 

Taylor noted that in a Queensland hi9h school, "student 

subject and course choice may be viewed as part of the 

process of occupational socialization• (Taylor, 1983:283). She 

found that students made much the same subject choice in an 

unstreamed curriculum as they would in a streamed curriculum. 

Woods ( 1976) also e~phasised the unrealistic nature of 'free 

choice'. Students were making 

choices. 

what to them were natural 

Sharp~ et al. (1980) discussed three views on disadvantaged 

groups. The first two - that the disadvantaged are culturally 

depriv~d and that the dis.advanta9ed are not culturally 

deprived but are culturally different she dismisses i;I.S 

educationally unsound, even if they are historically 

si .9nificant. In presenting her third alternative - that the 

disadvantaged lack political and economic power and inhabit a 
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cultural world which reinforces their subordination she 

clarified that no clear educational goal existed for this 

group, although researchers have became increasingly aware cf 

their existence. 

C~rrigan observed ~hat workin9-class children emphasised the 

links between school work and material rewards, but, 

direct teaching of qualifications that lead to work 
is not seen as possible for most of the boys. This 
latter alternative is not open to them since the role 
of qualifications and examinati.cns has a control function 
whith the boys react against <Corrigan, 1979:92). 

All this literature so far has been rather depressing and very 

deterministic. However, the works of Giroux (1981), Willis 

( 1979), Woods (19761, Hargreaves (1975) and Furlong (1977) 

are much less deterministic and see students as much more 

active participants. Students may make choices which are 

effectively counter productive - such as 'the lads' (Willis, 

1979) who gained peer esteem by opposing as many rules as they 

could and hence sealed their occupational fate - but the 

original choi~es are acts o+ self determination. 

Furlon9 after her interviews with girls <a rare scciolo9ical 

event at that time) commented that: 

pupils explanations of their own behaviour in class 
are often of a different form from those of their 
teachers• <Furlon9, 1977:163). 
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The essential point is that the students were making sense of 

their perceptions of reality. 

Giroux (1981) criticised the correspondence theory in that by 

emphasisin9 the form of the i.n teract ion, it ignores the 

content of the interaction and all that it involves. More 

importantly, 

reproduction is a complex phenomenon that not only 
serves the interest of domination but also contains the 
seeds of conflict and transformation (Giroux,1981:109>. 

Woods (1976) took an interactionist vie~point to explain and 

account for the various behaviours of students. Again his data 

makes more sense if the students are considered as active 

agents. Hargreaves wrote that the, "pupil's principle aim is 

to please the teacher" (Hargreaves, 1975: 144). The 

students have been in an asymmetrical relationship in the 

classroom. Their aim, 11ke teachers, has been to survive. The 

reward system that operates in classrooms has been restricted 

<by the teacher's time or by the awardin9 of 9radesl and 

students have had to learn to compete i+ they are to 9ain any 

academic self-esteem (see also Covin9ton, 1976). 

In summary then, sociolo9ists have increasin9ly interpreted 

student behaviour as rational and often appropriate to their 

situation. It is not so much that students fail at school, as 
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that school and society fail them. They then have to learn 

strate9ies to cope with this failure. The debate bet\'1een 

Lawton (1980) and Ozlins (1979) is indicative that, although 

the problem is apparent, the solution is not so immediately 

obvious (Willis, 1981). Lawton noted that the issue is 

confused by there bein9 at least three parallel problems 

the school curriculum; 
the school as an or9anisation and 
teacher/pupil relationships (Lawton, 1980:234). 

It is obvious that assessment is a key factor in each of these 

problems. 

Given this expansion of knowledge about schools by 

sociologists, there should be some reaction from curriculum 

developers. 

CURRICULUM and ASSESSMENT 

The Schools Commission report noted that 

schools are more attuned to the needs of academically 
oriented students from educationally ambitious homes than 
to those who constitute a majority of the age group 

(Schooling for 15 and 16 Year Olds, 1',?80:7>. 

Skilbeck (1983) and Collins C 1982) have tried to describe 

their contemporary situation and suggest directions fer the 

future. Skilbeck noted that control of the curriculum (in 
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Australia) was •unclear and volatile'. The power to decide on 

curriculum was widely distributed and so vulnerable to 

extremist power groups. He commented that : 

school curricula have been highly resistant to 
global change whilst absorbing a variety of piecemeal 
change (Skilbeck, 1983:155). 

There has been a desire by officials to try and regain control 

ot the curriculum, reflected by the emphasis on 'core' and the 

possibility of 'core exams'. 

Collins (1982) observed that in the 1970's there was no clear 

perspective on curriculum. co9ently for a 

rethinking of the total curriculum. Having participated in two 

major surveys of the clients of the school system (1978,1980), 

she su99ests: 

our best hope is to place our faith in the majority 
who have a relatively progressive though limited view 
of schooling and rai~e the level of consciousness they 
now have (Collins, 1982:22). 

Beare (1983) tried to predict the future structure of society 

so that curriculum planners could work towards it. Perhaps we 

al5c need to get society to accept it. 

This may appear to be a long way from a5sessment, but Kemmis 

et al. (1983) indicated how closely sociology, curriculum 

and assessment get bound up together. They started off by 

discussing the •transition problem' (another 'add on' to the 
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school curriculum). They su99ested that if the transition 

between school and work needs spe~ial additional effort then 

the basic curriculum must be inadequate. They proposed a 

radical rethink of the curriculum a •socially critical 

school'. They contrasted the approaches of the three 

orientations towards curriculum (the vocational/neoclassic~l, 

the liberal/pro9ressive and the socially critical >. Each of 

these orientations requires different roles for students and 

teachers, especially in the area of assessment. 

In all that has been said so fari the actions of teachers 

making judgements on students and students making judgements 

about their teachers have been a profound undercurrent. 

Collins (1983) presented an historical perpective on schooling 

which I adopted ( see fi9ure 2.2, below> to show the central 

nature of assessment in students' experience of schooling. 

Societies have expected different functions of their school 

systems. These functions have ran9ed from conservative, 

employer-based perspectives through to individualistic, 

reconstructicnist perspectives. When these social functions 

are clustered into two opposing groups, it can be seen that 

the assessment systems adopted by the respective groups are, 

hopefully, consistent with their underlying philosophies. 

Problems could develop for students and teachers when the 

assessment methods do not match either the stated philosophy 

of the school system or the current peda909ism. Thus the 
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The form of the assessment 
depends on the purp ose of schotiling : 

INDIVIDUAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

Environment 
discover 
develop 

Traditional Liberal 
exercise mind 

Modern Liberal 
athletic 
artistic 
lin9uistic 
mechanical 
vocational 
attitudinal 

SOCIAL 
RECONSTRUCTION 

.Enli9htenment 

Critical Evaluation 
structures 
values 

Criterion based 
comments by '-

teachers and > 
students / 

PURPOSE 
OF 

ASSESSMENT 
to jud9e whether 

learning 
has been succes.sful 

SOCIAL 
CONTROL 

Habits 
obedience 
punctuality 
conformity 

ACADEMIC 

Selective 
Credentiallin9 

Preparation 

INDUSTRIAL 

Selective 
Credentia.llin9 
Skills for job 

market 

Normative 
grading by 
teachers or 
officials 

QUOTA FREE QUOTA DEPENDENT 

Figure 2.2 PURPOSES OF SCHOOLING and ASSESSMENT TYPES 
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purpose of schooling cannot be separated from the methods of 

assessment, and yet most of the researchers in the first two 

sections of this chapter totally ignored this critical point. 

Curriculum designers, (1971) and Ausubel 

( 1978) 1 have adopted theoretical stances in the assessment 

system that they have proposed. These assessment systems, such 

as mastery learning and concept mappin3, are usually 

incompatible with each other - as indeed are their basic 

philosophies <similar issues are discussed by Nutall and 

Snook (1973:70>>. ~ne reason why most of the worl< on 

comparative assessment (and curricula) has been inconclusive 

is that no methodology has been devised to test phenomena 

based on completely different assumptions. I am not going to 

devote more space to this section of the literature, which is 

vast, as it rarely relates to students' understandings of 

assessment. The only recent exception to this criticism, is 

the work of Ausubel and Novae (1978) where a cognitive 

approach has been taken towards learning. 
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ATTITUDE TOWARDS ASSESSMENT 

The research articles in this section were not based on any 

particular educational theory, but were concerned about 

students' feelings about bein9 assessed. The 9rimmest article, 

"Student and Suicide: an Interpersonal 

(Sartore,1976), su99ested that school is a place where 

students can be definitely labelled as failures. Failure, he 

su99ested, predisposes students to loneliness and hence to 

suicide. At least 'the lads' <Willis, 1979) had healthy 

defence mechanisms and peer 9roup support to vindicate their 

responses to an alien environment. 

Dal low et al. ( 1980) in a rather arrogantly titled article, 

are they still bothering adolescents•, raised some 

interesting questions about student anxiety and grades. They 

suggested that the process of asKing students if they are 

concerned about grades encourages them to respond that they 

are concerned. Another suggestion they made was that teachers 

have uniformly communicated to students that they should be 

concerned about grades. Their most powerful su99estion was 

that the school system has made 9rades the 'sine. qua non of 

education' (Dal low et al., 1980:59). 

Mar-cus et al.< 1978) found that achievement level was the 

most important predictor of academic self concept. They also 
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found hi9h achieving students assumed more responsibility for 

their success and failures than did low achievin9 students. 

Omelich et al.<1981>, in a paper that could well belong in 

the comparative grading section of this review, found that 

behavioural instruction was capable of, "forestalling the 

signs of despair so frequently associated with the learned 

helplessness syndrome»(Qmelich et al • , 1 981 : 15 > • It is 

included in this section because it indicates an interaction 

bet .. ,een students• attitudes arid teachers assessments of them. 

Tc summarise this section, researchers who were concerned to 

find out about students• attitudes towards assessment tend to 

refer to students as rational beings, as people who are 

affected by judgements made about them. These researchers 

question the validity of the first and the second assumptions. 

Students \•Ii 11 respond to school in ways that make sense to 

them. The assessment system is measuring what they have 

learned socially as well as academical 1 y. Their social 

knowledge is not •fair» by any equal opportunity criteria. 
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STUDENTS" UNDERSTANDING OF ASSESSMENT SYSTEMS 

The final section of the review covers research into students• 

understandin9 of assessment systems. It is conspicuously small 

and would be impoverished were it not for the contextual 

background provided by the other literature. 

Hull(19BO> used an opinionaire to investi9ate students• 

attitudes towards gradin9. He found that significant 

correlations only existed between perceived fairness o~ grades 

given and actual grades; i.e. students who got law 9rades 

thought them unfair. The less successful they are the less 

they trust the validity of the system. It would appear that 

these students were as perceptive as some of the sociologists. 

Hatman Hanusa et al. (19751, in research related to the 

ubiquitous pass-tail theme, found that preferences for 

pass-fail grading were inversely related to attitudes about 

the usefulness of The article is included in this 

section because it is an example of students making rational 

decisions about their current courses and future options. 

Hewitt et al. (1978) found that college students were 

receptive to the notion that 9ettin9 high grades in some 

subjects is more difficult than in other subjects. The 

researchers use the concept of 'adaption-level' to describe 
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the, 

judgement of an individual student's performance 
against the background of all the other students 
in the class (Hewitt et al., 1978:213). 

A side observation that was made was that female students tend 

to major in fields that grade more leniently. This is 

interesting in the context o4 the lack of research about 

female students in counter-school activities. It is possibly 

pa~t of schools• legitimizing sexual inequality by awarding 

females high grades in subjects that will not advantage them 

in the workforce; the females learning that high grades are 

only acceptable in certain subjects. Hewitt"s conclusion came 

as no surprise, •college students can ~ccurately estimate 

their achievement in a given course• (Hewitt, 1978:217). 

Similarly, Eiszler et al. ( 1 979, 1 980 > in two substantive 

research efforts tried to find out what connotative and what 

affective meanings grades had for students. They 

note that research on students• attitudes towards various 

grading systems has not led to any firm conclusions. 

su99est that: 

students define success primarily in terms of mc:i"dal 
levels of performance of their peers ••••• affective 
meanin9 of the grade chan9es accordin9 to the field 

<Eiszler et al., 1979:14). 

While, in their second paper they question whether: 
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given the complexity of meanings that can be 
attributed to a grade by a student, what can a 
teacher do to assure a degree of congruence 
between the intended and the psychologically 
affective meaning of the grade 

(Eiszler et al., 1980:13). 

Thus, if students insist on being rational, how are teachers 

going to use assessment systems that are both "objective" 

and "fair"? 

Cohen ( 1965) found that students general attitudes towards 

school were not affected by the grades they received. Her 

sample was remar:kable in that it contained students trotn Years 

7 to 11; most researchers have i9nol"ed this age group in 

favour of undergraduates. She also found that the accuracy of 

students' estimates of the grades they would receive is 

related to future expectations, i.e. high achievers made 

more accurate estimates. 

Furlong in a study of students' knowledge of their teachers 

found that, 

learning referred to situations where girls 
carried out some work in their lessons, and where 
they had positive teedbacl< a.bout accomplishment •• 

(Furlon9,1977:179). 

Again, this was rational behaviour, an active construction of 

their worlds by these students. 

Covington et al. ( 1976 > , note that students attempt to 
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maintain their self-worth by maximising success and by 

avoiding failure. They note that schools are places of 

evaluation rather than learning and where the value of the 

extrinsic motivation for success <grades) depends on their 

scarcity. Students respond to this environment by selecting 

from a repertoire of failure-avoiding or success-ensuring 

strategies. 

SUMMARY 

In summary, assessment is seen by academics as important and 

pervasive. A neutral view of assessment is not p~ssible 

because all methods have consequences for the learner after 

the assessment is over <Meighan, 1981). Researchers have only 

recently tried to accommodate the meanings students give to 

assessment into any theoretical framework. Research that has 

avoided students' rationality has failed to contribute 

anything significant to the lives of teachers or students. 

Other sociological research has had difficulty in avoiding a 

deterministic pessimism. 

Giroux presents a more optimistic direction, when he suggests 

that: 

the struggle for viable educational alternatives 
will move forward once we locate human agents 
within the center of such a task (Giroux, 1981:109). 
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His claim is antithetical to the empiricists who tried to 

improve 9radin9 techniques without questioning the purpose or 

meaning of the assessment system for those involved in the 

system. 
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OVERVIEW 

This chapter describes the process I went throu9h in obtaining 

the data. The study was conducted in two parts, the Year 10 

interviews and the Year 11 interviews. The Year 10 interview 

data was analysed to provide a description of the ran9e of 

comments and attitudes the sampled students had about 

assessment. Th.e attitudes were measured usin9 scales which 

were analysed to confirm that the expected factors emerged. 

These scales were used again in the Year 

study. 

11 

The Year 11 data (see especially Chapter 4) 

section of the 

was analysed 

according to the criteria developed in this chapter. Data was 

l<ept from the Year 10 interviews to help in the analysis of 

the Year 11 interview data. The major problem in attempting to 

analyse the Year 11 interview data was to find a suitable 

method of categorisation of the responses. It was found that 

changes in assignment grades awarded in Year 10 and in Year 11 

provided a suitable basis for classifying student responses 

and attitude changes. 
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SAMPLING PLAN 

The Year 10 interviews were part of a larger study (Study of 

Assessment Practices i~ ACT High Schools, Steinle,1983:259) 

in ~hich Year Band Year 10 students, teachers and senior 

administrators were all interviewed. The intention of this 

major research was to provide a spread of opinions about 

assessment for use by the High School Review 

Committee (Steinle,1983). 

To achieve this aim, three hi9h sc:hools from one geographical 

area were first selected on the basis that no other major 

research efforts were to take place in them. Subject areas 

were selected on the basis of providing a range of approaches 

towards learning and assessment, i.e. "academic" versus 

"practical,.; "core" versus •optional". Two teachers of Year 8 

classes and two teachers of Year 10 classes in each of the 

schools were chosen by negotiation between the teachers, 

administrators and the researchers on the basis of a 

class ahd a 8 low" class being represented. 

"9ood" 

Once the teachers were selected, their classes became the 

basic units for the sampling of students. Six students from 

each class were interviewed as a group. The teachers were 

asked to select the students on the basis of providing a range 

of abilities from that class. The i~terviews were arranged to 
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be held durin9 the students' normal timetable periods. 

A total of 126 students were interviewed from the intended 

sample of 144 (48 f.rom eac:h school I. This sample would have 

been 25% of the total Year 10 population in the three schools. 

The final pattern of subjec:ts and the numbers of students from 

each of the subject areas is indicated in table 3.1 (below). 

YEAR 10 SUBJECTS N YEAR 11 SUBJECTS 

Mathematics 37 Mathematics &: Computing 
Science 18 Science 13 
So.c ial Science 18 Legal Studies/Typing/Psych: 
English 30 En9lish 4 
Metalwork/Woodwork/Art 23 Industrial Arts/Art 6 

TABLE 3.1 Subject Groups of Sampled Students 

The students interviewed in Year 10 in 1982 were to form the 

basis of a population to be sampled in Year 11 in 1983. Of the 

students interviewed in three feeder high schools in Year 10, 

60 enrolled in Year 11 in 1983. 

sample of 30 was selected. 

From this population a random 

Students refusing to attend 

interviews, tape recorder failure, and student leavers (before 

Junel reduced this number to a sample size of 23. See table 
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HIGH SCHOOL 1 
N= 48 

Year 

HIGH SCHOOL. 2 
N= 48 

HIGH SCHOOL 3 
N= 30 

10 students interviewed 
October 1982 

I 
SECONDARY COLLEGE 

60 Year 11 students enrolled in 
February 1983 

c .. ,ho were in the Year 10 sample) 

N=23 
Year 11 students interviewed 

June 1983 

Method 

Table 3.2 Actual Sampling Plan 

This sampl• was not selected from the total Year 11 population 

and 50 cannot be considered as representative of the total 

population. 

INTERVIEW DESIGN 

The basic area of concern in both the Year 10 and Year 11 

interviews was to find out what students stated that they 

understood about the assessment systems they were 

experiencing. The interview structures a.re described 

first, and are then followed by the interview procedures. 

YEAR 10 INTERVIEW STRUCTURE 

Questions were developed in conjunction with a member of the 

Evaluation and Research Section of the ACT Schools Office. The 

questions were 9rouped into five sections which developed from 
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specific questions about a particular assignment to more 

9eneral questions about assessment and certification. 

Year 10 Interview Part 1 

It was decided to start the interview by asking the students 

about their most recently returned assignment. As the 

interviews were to be held in class groups, we predicted that 

there would be a fairly uniform stimulus for the students to 

talk about. Some questions <marked with an asterisk, below> 

were to be answered by the students on an answer sheet in 

order to facilitate further analysis, (see Appendix 3). 

Aspects of students' knowledge of assessment that were thought 

to be important were: time spent, information given to 

students prior to, during and on the retur~ of the assignment; 

and who the information l<las given to. The students' 

attitudes towards their assignment and the grade they received 

was measured using a semantic differential developed b y 

Shannon et al. (1982), 

Questions Part 1: a.bout thfs p iece of assessment 
l. Wha~ is the assessed piece of work? 
*2• How 111uch time did you spend on it? 
*3• How Tlluch was this piece of work worth ta111ards your 

final unit result? 
4. l,Jhat do you think your teacher 111as ~xpecting you 

to do: before you did the workJ now that you have got it back? 
5. Why do you think that y ou were assessed on this 

piece of 
6. 

*7-
holll long 

work? 
Do you k no1•1 why you got the mark you did? 
What happened after the work had been marked: 

did it take to get · the work back; how much time was 
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spent on follow up; what types of exercises or assi9n111ents 
were given to you to help you catch up? 

*B- What did you find ou.t from havin9 your work 
assessed? 

*9· Now did the teacher inform you of his/her 
assessment of your worl<? 

-XJO. What did the marl<lgradelcomment mean to you? 
11. If you were given the same assignment again 

do you think that you could do better-? 

Year 10 Interview Part 2 

The interview was then intended to cover students• knowledge 

about the "unit" the students were studyin9, the major 

question bein9 whether they knew how they were going to be 

assessed at the end of it. This would have to be flexible as 

we knew that the sample schools had different curricula (both 

inter- and intra-school differences), 

Gu.estions Part 2: a.bout the unit y ou are study ing 
12. What are the obJectives of the unit you are 

studying? 
13. 
*14. 
15. 

when they 
*16. 

comments; 
17. 
18. 
19. 

What are you supposed to be lear·nin9? 
Now are you being assessed in this unit? 
How free are you to express your own ideas, even 

differ from your teachers? 
What percentage of the worl< you do: is assessed for 

for a mark or grade; is not assessed ii.t al. l? 
Is t.oo much of your wor-1< assessed? 
Now is your final u.nit marl<lgrade Cii.lculated? 
How are the marks from other classes compared with 

your class's marks? 

Year 10 Interview Part 3 

The third section of the survey had to do 1-lith 

students• knowled9e about the way their Year 10 certificate 

grade was to be calculated. 

Guestions Part J: about y our Year 10 Certificate 
20. How will your· Year 10 Certificate grade for this 
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subJect be calculated? 
21. How important is your Year 10 Certificate to you 

now? 
22. What use will be made of your Year 10 Certificate 

when you set it? 

Year 10 Interview Part 4 

This section was concerned with students• attitudes towards 

assessment in 9eneral. The questions were intentionally more 

open ended than in previous sections of the interview. 

Guestions Part 4: your views. a.bout assessment 
ZJ. How important is it to you to have your work 

assessed? 
24. Would you learn a.nythins different if you were not 

assessed? 
25. How satisfied are you with the way you are assessed 

in this subJect? 
26. Are there any changes that you would l il<e to see 

made in the way you are assessed in this subJect? 
27. What contribution should your effort make to your 

final mark? 

Year 10 Interview Part 5 

The final section obtained back9round information, such as 

gender, age and name; and information about expected Year 10 

Certificate grade and where the students intended 

high school. 

Duration of Interview 

The group interviews were restricted to about 35 minutes; this 

enabled two interviews per period to take place at the schools 

with 75 minute periods, ' and one interview per period at the 

other school. Consideration had to be given to the smooth 

operation of the school. 
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Trialling and Timing of Interviews 

The interviews were trialled with a group of five Year 11 

students in September 1982. The students were able to suggest 

improvements to the wording of questions and also gave support 

that the questions were relevant to their experiences. A 

further section of the interview was originally proposed 

which was concerned with students• perceptions of their 

parents• awareness of the assessment system. However, this 

section was excluded after trialling because of time 

constraints, The interviews were held in October 1982 as part 

6f the High School Review. 

YEAR 11 INTERVIE.W STRUCTURE 

The interview schedule for the Year 11 group was based on 
similar lines to the Year 10 interviews. The questions were 
less structured because of the flexibility offered by 
individual interviews as compared to the Year 10 group 
interviews. Some questions 1-1ere more technical in the Year 11 
interviews because the Year 11 students were more exposed to 
statistical terminology - due to the ACT Accreditins A9ency 
policy which requires that course scores, which are 
based en unit scores, be standardised to a meal'l of 65 and a 
standard deviation of 15. 

Year 11 Interviews Part 1 

The first section was retrospective, askin9 the students about 

their Year 10 certificate and how they felt about the Year 10 
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assessment system. 

Guest ions Part 1: Year 10 

1. What grade did you get for Year 10 Certificate in 
subJect X? 

2. Is this what you expected? 
J. Why have you continued/not continued with this 

subJect? 
4. Did you find assessment in subject X helpful? 

Year 11 Interviews Part 2 

The second section discussed a major assi9nment from their 

Term 1 unit. The students were asked what help and 

information the~ obtained in doing the assi9nment. 

completed the same attitude sca1es in the Year 

interviews) about their assi9nment, (see Appendix 3). 

0uestions Part 2: last Assi a nment 

They 

10 

5. What was the last assignment worth; when were you 
told? 

6. Were the marks you got worth the effort? 
7. What did you gain from doing the assignment? 
B. What type of feedback did you get? 
9. Was this feedback helpful? 
10. How Lons did it take to get your work back? 
11. Was your war!< compared with other students' worJ:; 

did you want it to be compared? 

Year 11 Interviews Part 3 

The third section investi9ated students• understandin9s of 

their units; what the differences were between high school 

and secondary colle9e and specifically how they handled free 

time. This last item was not appropriate at Year 10. The 

section then went on to ask technical questions about 

moderation and standardisation to find out what students knew 

about the process and how they felt about it. They were also 
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asked how confident they were in the assessment system at 

auestions Part 3: The Unit 
12. Were you concerned about any aspect of the unit? 
13. Was there a big difference between high school and 

college? 
14. 

school? 
How much tiTne do you spend now, compared l!lith high 

15. I.Jhat 1t1ere you told about the assessment strategies: 
were your marks moderated, standardised or adjusted at all? 

· 16. How do you feel about the way your marl<s were 
ad Justed? 

1 T. What more would you l il<e to l<no1t1? 
1B. Could anything else be done to help you? 

19. How confider,t are you that the assessment system is 
mea.surin9 your- ability? 

20. Ar-e you confident about the assessment system? 

Year 11 Interviews Part 4 

The fourth section discussed certification. These questions 

were about the importance of the Year 10 and Year 12 

Certificates, the tethnical process of creatin9 them and the 

use of these certificates in their proposed future employment. 

Guestions Part 4: Certification 
21. What is the importance to you now of: the Year 10 

Certificate; the Year 12 Certificate; your report slips? 
22. Would you change subjects based on the course 

scores you obtained? 
23. How is your course score goin9 to be worlced out? 
24. What is A.S.A.7., what does it do to cou.rse scores? 
25. I.Jhat chan9es wou id you malce to the wa.y you a.re 

assessed? 

Trialling and Timing of Interviews 

This second survey was trialled with three Year 12 students in 

March 1983, in a 9rcup settin9 . They were able to give advice 

and su99est improvements - especially concerns over confidence 
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in the system. The Year 11 interviews were held about one 

week after the students had obtained their first term reports. 

INTERVIEW SETTINGS 

The interviews were conducted in the schools where the sampled 

students were studying. This led to a variety of interview 

situations. 

YEAR 10 SETTINGS 

The Year 10 interviews were held in three different schools. 

In two of the schools they were held in large open rooms. The 

six students sat around two tables joined together. When the 

students entered they sat at a place which had a pencil, a 

copy of the interview schedule, an ans~er form which included 

interview questions ( see above l , an attitude scale, 

background information (see Appendix 3). 

s s 

s s 

s s 

High School 1 & 2 
(S - student 

I - interviewer) 

G] GJ 
E1 G 

G GJ r!J 

High School 3 

Figure 3.1 Year 10 Interview Setting s 
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The groups were or9anised by an assistant principal who was on 

hand to assist if 9roups arrived early or late. 

The interview structure was the same at the third h .igh school 

but the organisation was different. The room (an interview 

room) was small. I had to arrange for the students to be 

collected and returned to their classrooms. It "'as in this 

school that the full sample of students was not obtained in 

the time available. 

Procedure 

The interview started by my introducing myself and the purpose 

of the interview. I was known to many students in two cf the 

schools. I explained that I was going to record their 

responses but that I was making no record of their names. 

Differing groups were affected differently by my writing their 

comments do"1n. Some students expressed concern that their 

comments would be related back to their teachers, other 

students were apparentl y not concerned. Students who were 

concerned were reassured that this was not the case before the 

interview continued. 

There was no clear way to indicate number of response as 

students tended to voice opinions that were generally agreed 

to. Most students could be encou raged to talk but some 

remained nearly silent far the entire interview. Some o·f the 
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questions invited individual responses from the students, but 

they frequently had to obtain help from friends before they 

could do so, 

There were several problems caused by talking about Ntheir 

last assignment A, Some students had not 9ot them back even 

after several weeks. Some students were not assessed for the 

work they did until the end of the year. Year long 

courses, especially, meant for some students that they were 

recalling work from ti-,o months prior to the interview. 

YEAR 11 SETTINGS 

The Year 11 interviews were all conducted in a small, quiet 

study room and so it was practical to tape record them. The 

interviews were much more informal and wer-e arranged at a time 

that was convenient to myself and the student. These were 

individual interviews, rather than the group inter-views that 

were held in Year 10, see figure 3.2 (below>. There was a copy 

of the attitude scale in front of each student (see Appendix 

4). 
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s 

(S - student tape-recorder 

I - interviewer> 

I 

Figure 3.2 Year 11 Interview Setting 

However, considerable time was spent in getting students to 

the i nterv i el'1s. In Year 10, the students were apparently 

happy to miss some class-time, but when they were in Year 11 

they were loath to sacrifice class-time in order to attend an 

interview. 

Proced.ure 

When students entered the room they were invited to sit 

opposite to me and the purpose of the interview was explained 

to them. The reason fer the tape recorder was also explained 

and their agreement to use it was obtained before continuing. 

The interview schedule (see above) was followed as closely as 

possible but students were allowed to diverge or to go back to 

a previous question. 

There was much more opportunity to probe the students about 

their understanding of the assessment system at the Year 11 

interview. However, students with a poor understanding of the 

process readily became defensive or upset about their lack of 

knowledge. My status as a male senior teacher in the college 

could have been pertinent here. The interviews generally 
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lasted about 30 minutes but they varied from 20-qo minutes 

depending on the amount the students talked. 

EXPLORING THE DATA -

SEEKING A FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS 

YEAR 10 SECTION 

Written Resp onses 

The attitude scales were analysed to see if the same factors 

emerged as were expected, even though the sample size was 

statisically r~ther small. The twelve attitude scales (see 

Appendix 3) plus the subject and school variables required 

nine iterations to reach convergence on principal factor 

-,.nalysis. Four factors had ei9envalues greater than 1.00 and 

so the factor analysis was repeated forcing four factors. The 

percenta9e variance accounted for by these factors is shown in 

table 3.3 (below). 

Factor Eigenvalue Percentage 
Variance 

1 3 . 55 45.7 
2 2.33 30.0 
3 1.03 13.2 
4 0.86 11. 1 

Table 3.3 Percentag e Variance of Factors 

These factors were then rotated using a varimax rotation to 

show essentially the expected clusterin9, see table 3.4 

(below>. 
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Factor Factor Factor Factor 
1 2 3 4 

vari ab 1 e 
school 
subject .61 

1 .68 
2 .57 
3 .53 
4 .81 
5 .56 .52 
6 .80 
7 .39 .56 
8 .84 
9 .73 

10 .76 
11 .79 
12 .74 

Table 3.4 Factor Matrix 

As a result of this analysis the 12 adjective pairs were 

reduced to four scales: 

<Factor 1) ease of assignment - which included: 
strai9htforward-complicated 

simple - complex 
easy - difficult 

(Variable> 

(4) 

(8) 

( 11) 

(Factor 2) enjoyment of assignment - which included: 
interesting - dull (6) 

enjoyable - unenjoyable (10) 

exciting - borin9 (12) 

(Factor 4) value of assignment - which included: 
important- unimportant (5) 

valuable- worthless (7) 

relevant - irrelevant (9) 

(Factor 3) value of grade - which included: 
valuable - worthless 

unimportant- important 
destructive - constructive 

( 1) 

( 2) 
( 3) 

Factor 4 also included the subject variable, indicating the 

strength of the interaction between the subject and the value 

students plac• upon the work they do for it. There was 
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obvious overlap between Factors 3 and 4, but the focus of the 

questions before the adjective pairs was different (see 

Appendix 3l. For this reason they were kept as separate 

scales. These variables were used again in the Year 11 part 

of the survey as the 

useful information. 

The general analysis of 

instrument appeared to be providing 

this written data searched for any 

differences between the srcups and so cross tabulations were 

used to explore the data, As a result of these analyses three 

groups of subjects emerged: 

1. Practical subjects: Art, Woodwork, Metalwork 

2. English 

3. aTested" subjects: Mathematics, Commerce, Science. 

When grouped in this way, the value of assignment 

scores were related to.the subject categories, and enjoyment 

of assignment scale scores were inversely related to the same 

categorisation. Thus the Year 10 students found their 

assi9nments in •tested" subjects valuable but not enjoyable 

and vice versa for the "practical" subjects. 

Anal ysis of Interview Resp onses 

Interview responses were examined for school effects (similar 

answers -from different groups from the same school) and for 

subject effects (similar answers from different groups from 
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the same subject). 

To achieve this task the field notes i,,1er-e transcribed question 

by question onto paper which had room to 

tabulate school and subject When the 

transcription was completed the tables were examined for 

common responses and for different responses. No codin9 was 

at-tempted. 

The questions were then a9ain examined and the types of 

response for particular questions were grouped. This analysis 

provided the basis of the report to the Hi9h School Review 

Committee. Data on expected grade, received grade and attitude 

scale scores were retained for use in the Year 11 section of 

the study. 

YEAR 11 SECTION 

Provisional Framework 

Developing a framework i.-dth 1•1hich to analyse the Year 11 data 

was a major concern in this study. To this end, grade changes 

and attitude scales which could have significance for the way 

students understood the assessment system were obtained. 

Several variables were available from the Year 10 data and the 

Year 11 data to provide an initial framework in which to 
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or9anise the data. The students completed the same attitude 

scale in Year 11 as they did in Year 10. As well as that, 

they reported in Year 11 what Year 10 Certificate grade and 

what Year 11 assignment grade they had obtained. Their unit 

scores were obtained from college records. 

This data was explored by using frequency distributions, sign 

tests and cross tabulations. It was soon apparent that no 

distinct pattern was emerging from this initial analysis of 

the whole group. · 

The formation of the following framework was based on a 

systematic series cf attempts to match various possible 

frameworks with the intervie~, data. My original suspicion was 

that attitude change would be the best predictor of the types 

of students• comments. I was quite wrong. I tried different 

ways of categorising attitude change and then looked at the 

interview data and the grade data to see if any pattern of 

comments or grades emerged; none did! After several abortive 

attempts to use attitudinal chan9e, I widened my approach to 

include the other sources of data, i.e. grade diff~rences. 

Tests of association were used in a further attempt to 

explore the data. Kendal Rank Correlations gave little clear 

indication of any pattern except that there were hi9h 

correlations with variables that included but 
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there were no consistent carrel a.ti ons between any other 

types of variables (see table 3, 5, below). This su99ested 

that 9rades, rather than attitudes, might be a more 

interesting set of variables to examine. I was originally 

cautious of this data, both because the sample Was small and 

because I was more concerned with tests of difference than 

with tests of association. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

1 sex + 
2 subject + 
3 YrlO_ass_gr + + + + 
4 Yr10 - cer _gr_ 10 + + + + + 
5 value _gr_ 10 + + 
6 ease -ass -10 + 
7 enjm_ass_ 10 + + + + 
8 value ass 10 + - -
9 value _gr_ 11 + 

10 ease as·s 11 - -
11 enjm_ass_ 11 
12 value ass 11 - -
13 Yrll _ass_gr + 
14 YrlO _cer_9r_ 11 + 
15 Yr11 - unt _gr 

Table 3.5 Associations between sex, 
subject, attitude scales and grades 

(Using Kendal Rank Correlations, only Tau values si9niiicant at 
a p(,05 are reported. See Appendix 6 for a description of the 
symbols. (+,-) indicate the direction of the significant 
correlations>. 

Various grade combinations were looked at (see table 3.6 

below). This initial analysis was only concerned with the 

direction of the change, not the magnitude of the change. 

Groupings 2,3 and 4 are indicators o+ expected grade versus 

actual grade. Group 3 is apparently the most interesting of 
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this trio but was not inherently part of the survey. 

only undertaken as a contrast to Group 2, to see if 

It was 

internal 

9rade and reported grade disparities were common in Year 10 or 

Year 11. 

COMBINATIONS NO CHANGE POSITIVE NEGATIVE 
CHANGE CHANGE 

1. Yr10 _ass_gr 10 3 10 
/Yr11 _ass_9r 

2. Yr 11 _ass_9r- 15 3 5 
/Yrll -unt _gr 

3. YrlO -ass _gr 12 6 5 
/Yr10 - cert _gr_ 11 

'1. YrlO_cert_gr.10 12 3 8 
cert /Yr10 - _gr_ 11 

5. YrlO_cert_gr_ 11 8 2 13 
/Yrll - unt _gr 

TABLE 3.6 Grade Changes for Year 11 Sam(;!le 

The main choice for categories that could help analyse the data 

lay between Group 1·and Group 5. Group 1 was selected because 

it had fewer negative changes than Group 5. The No Change 

category contained students who gained both high and low 

grades at Year 10 and Year 11. 

Having tentatively chosen Year 10 and Year 11 assignment 
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grades as a source of cate9orisation, the other non-grade 

variables were also analy~ed if the pattern was 

consistent. The method of analysis was the same, ie. to examine 

the differences between Year 10 attitude scores and Year 11 

attitude scores for the same students (see table 4.2, p.72). 

This analysis of attitude change (described in chapter 4) 

indicated that assignment grade change was a source of 

categorisation which would provide different results for 

different groups of students. This finding, together with a 

preliminary examination of the interview comments, 

that this source of categorisation was worth pursuing as a 

framework tor the analysis of the data. The analysis of the 

interview comments based on this framework is described in 

Chapter- 4. 

SUMMARY 

This chapter has summarised the method of obtaining the data 

for this study and the processes that were involved in 

developing a framework necessary for the analysis .of the data. 

While Chapters 3 and 4 have been written as being separate and 

lo9icallY sequential, the actual process of analysis was much 

more explorative. It depended on the trialling of a systematic 

set of ideas until the propose4 framework "-fitted" the 

"reality" of the interviews. The correctness of the framework 
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is explored in the next chapter, and must be judged by its 

usefulness in making sense of student$• l<nowled9e about 

assessment. 
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1_: RESULTS 

This chapter attempts to analyse the data using the framework 

developed in Chapter 3. 

The Year 10 section of the results describes the students• 

comments about their assessment systems and then integrates 

their comments with an anal ysis of their attitude scale scores 

to describe how the students interpreted their knowledge. 

The Year 11 section uses received grades as a basis for 

analysing students• attitudes and students• comments. 

the criterion of changes in assi9nment 9rades between Year 10 

and Year 11, six 9roups of .students are identified. The 

expressed attitudes of thes~ groups show consistent 

differences. The results show that the 

between Year 10 and Year 11 relate to the comments students 

make about the assessment system. The analysis of the 

interviews indicates that students do have a selective degree 

of knowled9e about the assessment s y stem. 
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WHAT THE YEAR 10 STUDENTS SAID THEY KNEW ABOUT ASSESSMENT 

Generally the students• responses to the interview questions 

were biased by the subject matter and the way they were 

assessed. They saw assessment in functional terms and they 

expected assessment to reflect, in some way, their effort. 

Learning and Testing 

The assessment ~he students obtained told them what was right 

or wrong rather than how to improve. The work was apparently, 

fo~ the students, often non-sequential. Once an assessable 

section of work was completed, it was not tested again. 

Students generally obtained information about their work as 

individuals or as a whole class. There was a split between 

"practical" work and "testable" work in terms of learning. The 

students claimed that they learned in the process of 

constructing their project in practical work, whereas with 

tested work such as mathematics, they were more concerned with 

"forgetting" and with "knowing" their work. Students often 

found tests to be a learning situation, rather \han bein9 a 

situation where they were tested 

learned. 

Functions of Learning 

on what they had previously 

Students were aware of their own motivation to learn and 
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tended to see their courses from the perspective of their 

usefulness. They saw their units as being preparation for jobs 

or for college or even as a way of making money privately. 

Calculation of Grades 

Moderation was poorly understood except by mathematics 

students. Students had a simplistic approach to the 

calculation of unit grades, expecting their marks to be "just 

added up•. There did appear to be a school effect here as 

three subjects. in on~ school did not provide enough 

information for students to be able to even attempt to 

calculate their unit grades~ The students had no certainty 

about the mechanism used to generate Certificate grades, being 

uncertain about the importance of various components at their 

classwork and, in many cases, being uncertain about the 

importance of the "final Year 10 exam". They also had some 

considerable difficulty in explaining the importance of the 

Year 10 Certificate. 

HOW THE YEAR 10 STUDENTS INTERPRETED THEIR KNOWLED~E 

Assessment appears to be an integral part of school for these 

students. They considered their teachers' assessment of th~ir 

work to be valuable and important. They found their 

a s signments valuable but not enjoya ble. Enjoyment was related 
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to subject and expected grade. The value of the "assignment" 

was related to subject with the "tested" subjects 

(Mathematics, Science, and Commerce I being considered more 

valuable. 

Students' responses to the amount of assessment they received 

were mixed. Generally students wanted ta compensate for low 

test marks, knowing from experience that assignment marks were 

generally higher than test marks. They saw that the 

importance of • assessment lay in the feedback it provided and 

in its being the main outcome of school. 

The students saw th~t assessment was used to improve learning 

or control behaviour. It was not considered essential in all 

subjects, especially not in practical subjects, where students 

felt confident to assess their own work. The students' 

attitudes towards their own opinions were related to these 

roles of assessment. Some subjects encouraged students to 

express their opinions, but some teachers, apparently, 

actively discoura9ed this. Teachers put into the discoura9ing 

category by students, 

subjects. 

tended to be the teacher~ of Ntested" 

Students were concerned about final exams, and others were 

concerned about moderation between units. Both these fears 

were based on the i,1orry that exams or moderation would lower 
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their marks •. There was also an expressed desire for more 

discussion about marks and marking systems. 

The next section describes the changes that occurred in the 

way the students in this sample were 9r-aded as they pro9r-essed 

from Year 10 into Year 11. The questions that are written 

in italics from the next section until the end of the chapter 

are the pertinent interview questions. 

HOW THE GRADES STUDENTS RECEIVED IN YEAR 10 COMPARED WITH THE 

GRADES THEY RECEIVED .IN YEAR 11 

How Rep resentative Was The Year 11 Samp le? 

a. What gr-a.de do you expect to get in 

your Year 10 Certificate? 

The students interviewed ·in the Year 11 sample did not reflect 

the Year 10 sample in terms of their expected Year 10 

certificate grades. By their estimations, the students in the 

Year 11 sample had expected to get higher grades in the Year-

10 Certificate than the total Year 10 sample had expected to 

get <see Graphs 4.1 and 4.2 (below>>. 
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Graph q.1 
Percentage distribution 
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Graph 4.2 
Percentag e distribution 
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Results 

Expected grade for Yr.10 Cert. Expected grade for Yr.10 Cert. 
for Yr.11 sample when they for all sampled Yr.10 
were in Yr.10 students. 

The 23 students sampled in Year 11 saw themselves as a higher 

than average group when they were in Year 10. 

Hol-J Percep tive Were The Samp led Year 11 Students 

When They Were In Year 10? 

G. I.Jhat grade did you 9et in your last a.ssi9n111ent? 

The students interviewed in Year 11 were able to make 

reasonable predictions about their grades while the y were in 

Year 10. Students who expected tu gain higher grades tended 

to overestimate their Year 10 grades, while students 

expecting to get lower grades tended to underestimate their 

Year 10 grades <compare Graph 4.1 

(below)). 
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Graph £1.3 
Percentag e distribution 
of g rad.es 

30 

10 

1 2 3 q 5 
Yr10_CERT_GR_11 N=23 

Received Yr.10 Cert. grade 
for Yr.11 sample 

Differences Between Assi g nment Grades In Year 10 And Year 11 

The students sampled in Year 11 obtained a different pattern 

of assignment 9~ades in Year 11 from the one they received in 

Year 10 (see Graphs £1.4 and 4.5 (below>> • The Year 10 

assignment grade distributi~n showed a positive skew when 

compared with the Year 11 grade distribution, thus many cf 

them received lower marks in secondary colle9e even though 

they were an above average sample by their own estimations 

(see Graphs 4.1 and 4.2 

(below}). 
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10 

Graph 4.<l 
Percentag e distribution 
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Assignment grade received 
in Yr.10 for Yr.11 sample 

(above>, and also 4.4 and 4.6 

30 

10 

Graph 4.5 
Percentage distribution 

of g rades 
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YR11_ASS_GR. N=23 

Assignment grade received 
in Yr. 11 

The awarding of 9rad~s for assignments in Year 11 appe~rs to 
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be more generous than the awarding of Year 11 unit grades for 

this sample of students (see Graphs 4.5 (above> and 4.7 

(below> which show a relative downward distribution of grades 

in the unit assessments>. 

30 

10 

Graph 4.6 
Percentag e distribution 

of g rades 

1 2 3 4 5 
YRlO_ASS_GR. N=126 

Assignment grade received 
in Yr.10 for total sample 

30 

% 

10 

Graph 4.7 
Percentag e distribution 

of g rades 

1 2 3 4 5 
YR11_UNIT_GR. N=23 

Unit grade received 
in Yr.11 

In summary, the students generally were able to predict 

their grades in Year 10 and they tended to receive lower 

grades in Year 11 than they did in Year 10. The next section 

groups the students according to the grading experiences that 

they suffered or enjoyed·. 

THE GROUPING OF STUDENTS BASED ON THE DIFFERENCIES BETWEEN 

YEAR 10 ASSIGNMENT GRADES AND YEAR 11 ASSIGNMENT GRADES 

The first step in the categorisation of students comments' ~1as 

to classify the students into three groups 

( below l ) : 

(see Table 4.1 

a) a group of students whose assignment grade improved 

from Year 10 to Year 11, i.e. a positive chan3e. 
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b) a group of students whose assignment grades went down in 

Year 11 when compared with Year 10, i.e. a negative chan9e. 

c) a group of students whose assignment grades did not 

chan9e between Year 10 and Year 11, i.e. no change. 

These groups were further categorised according to the nature 

of the grade itself, producing a total of six groups. Their 

gr~des were categorised into high [HJ (grades 1 or 2), medium 

[Ml <grades 2 or 3) and low CL] (grades 4 or 5l. [Ml was a 

flexible classification grade because a grade of 2 can have a 

different meaning for students improving their grade than 

it has for students who were getting lower grades. 

The six identified groups are: 
GROUP SYMBOL ~ COMMENTS 

~ 
II 

b III 

IV 

clj V 

l VI 

r 

M.to.H 

H.to.M 

M.to.LM 

M.to.L 

H 

L 

Pasitiv1= Cha.n 9e 

13 Students .-,ho obtained higher 
grades; 

Ne9a.tive Chcmge 

17 

13 

13 

22 

22 

Students who lowered their 
grade from 1 to 2/3; 
Students who lowered their 
grade from 2 to 3; 
Students who lowered their 
grade from 2 or 3 to 4 or 5 

Na Change 

Students who gained high grades 
at both institutions; 
Students who gained low grades 
(3 to 5) at both institutions. 

Table 4.1 Identified Group s of Students 
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Generally M.to.L and L obtained low grades in Year 11 and 

Groups M.to,H, H.to.M, M,to.LM and H were relatively 

successful at Year 11. The next section relates these 

different grading experiences to changes in attitudes as 

measured by four scales. 

CHANGES IN ATTITUDE BETWEEN YEAR 10 AND YEAR 11 FOR THE SIX 

CATEGORIES OF STUDENTS 

Changes in attitudes are described in numerical and in tabular 

and graphical forms. 

Numerical method 

The numerical method involved calculating the mean discrepancy 

scores by subtracting tne Year 10 attitude score from the Year 

11 attitude score for each scale (see Table 4.2 <below)). 

These mean discrepancy scores were then standardised to a 

mean of 10 and a standard deviation of 5 in order to 

eliminate negative values. A standardised mean discrepancy 

score of 10 would imply no change in attitude score between 

Year 10 and Year 11 (see Table 4.3 (below)). 
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M.to.H 

H.to.M 

M.to.LM 

M.to.L 

H 

L 

10 AND 

M.to.H 

H.to.M 

M.to.LM 

M.to.L 

H 

L 

YEAR 

VALUE 
OF GRD. 

+1.33 

-1.25 

+0.67 

-4 

-1.67 

+1. 4 

TABLE 4-2 
11 ON FOUR 

VALUE 
OF GRD. 

18 

9 

13 

2 

8 

15 

EASE 
OF ASS. 

0 

-5.25 

-2.67 

+2.67 

+o,q 

-1.2 

MEAN 
SCALES 

EASE 
OF ASS. 

12 

2 

7 

17 

13 

10 

ENJOY VALUE 
OF ASS. OF ASS. 

+4 -3.76 

+1.25 +1.25 

+ 1. 67 +1.67 

+1.67 +1.67 

+2.6 +2.22 

+1.4 +1.4 

ATTITUDE CHANGES BETWEEN YEAR 
<mean discrepancies) 

ENJOY 
OF ASS. 

19 

6 

8 

8 

13 

1q 

VALUE CTOTALl 
OF ASS. x=qo 

2 

12 

13 

6 

15 

13 

[51] 

[29] 

[41] 

[33] 

[49] 

[52] 

(the lar9er the score, the more positive the change for each 
scale) 

TABLE q • 3 =S__,_T..,__A=N=D'-'-A.,_,_R..,_,D=I"-'S""'E=D--'-'M=E=A=N-'--"""A-'-T.,_T-'--=-I ..,__T=U=D-=E'---=C..,__H=A:..:..N.:..::G::.:E=-=S 
BETWEEN YEAR 10 AND YEAR 11 ON FOUR SCALES 

(mean=10, standard deviation=5l 
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Both these tables show that the attitude chan9e scores of 

students who obtained lower 9rades in Year 11 were 

consistently more ne9ative than for students who improved or 

did not change their score. 

Tabular/Grap hical Method 

The second method of describin9 the chan9es in attitude 

al~ows far general and specific changes to be seen more 

easily as it is a tabular/9raphical representation. Tables 

4.5 to 4.10 are ~implified versions of Graphs 4.8 to 4.11, 

which are described later in this section. 

Each particular scale is based an the sum of three seven-

point scales, (see Chapter 3, p.54). A 9roup of students 

marking the middle of each scale would obtain an avera9e 

total of 12. This value was chosen for the axes of the 

graphs and as a way of ·categorising the data for the tables. 

Groups of students with an average score of less than 12 were 

~ansidered as low ~corers; groups with averages greater than 

12 were considered as high scorers. The graphs show this 

information in a less c:ategorical but more condensed way. 

Group Differences in Attitudes 

The groups are described in the same order as in Table 4.1 

(above>. 

I. Group M.to.H enjoyed the Year 11 assi9nment more t han 
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they enjoyed the Year 10 assi9nment (see Table 4.5 (below)), 

They also valued their 9rade and assi9nment more in Year 10 

t.han they did in Year 11. This 9roup, alo.ng with Group L, 

Table 4.10 (below>, found their assignments equally hard in 

Year 10 and Year 11. What is remarkable is that they were 

apparently more successful in Year 11, They may have been 

mare successful, but they were not finding it easy. 

YEAR 
11 

U'Jh 

IDN 

lo• 

ENJ,ASS, 

EASE.ASS, 

YEAR 10 

hi'Jh 

VAL.6RD, 
VAL.ASS, 

Table 4,5 Conting ency Table for 4 Scales for Group M.to.H 

II. Group H.ta.M apparently experienced relative failure. 

Their scores were oft~n close to those of Group L, especially 

in the ease and enjoyment scales. They were consistently on 

the negative side of the group regarding the change in 

attitude into Year 11 (see Graphs 4.8 to 4,11, p.791, and yet 

they were quite successful relative to the rest of the group 

(see Table 4.6 (b~low>>. 
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YEAR 
11 

hi,11 

ION 

loll 

ENJ.ASS. 

Results 

YEAR 10 

lli1h 

VAL.ASS. 
YAL.6RD 

EASE.ASS. 

Table 4.6 Conting ency Table for 4 Sca les for Group H.to.M 

III. Group M.to.LM apparently made a relatively positive 

transition into Year 11. On all scales except ease of 

assi9nment they were on the positive side of the 9rou p. They 

possibly experienced the least trauma becau~e they did not 

have hi9h expectations of themselves from Year 10. 

YEAR 
11 

hi9h 

loll 

1D11 hi9h 

VAL.ASS. 
VAL.6RJ. 
ENJ.ASS. 

EASE.ASS, 

Table 4 . 7 Conting ency Tabl e for 4 Sc a les for Group M.fo~LM 

IV. Group M.to.L h a d proba bl y the most disas trous 
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introduction, in terms of 9rades, into college life. This is 

clearly reflected by their low positions on the value scales 

<see Graph 4.9, p.79). They enjoyed their assi9nments in both 

years and found their Year 11 assignment relatively easy -

maybe it was, , but it did not stop them 9ettin9 low grades. 

YEAR 
11 

hi9h 

11111 

lt111 

EASE.ASS, 

YEAR 10 

hi9h 

EHJ.ASS. 
VAL.ASS, 
VAL,6RD, 

Table 4.8 Conting ency Table for 4 Scales for Group M.to.L 

Group M.to.L was conspicuous in having low standardised scores 

for the value grade,_ enjoyment of assignment and value 

assi9nment scales. It was the mirror image of Group L, 

see Table 4.3 <p.72>, ~,ho found their assignment harder 

than avera9e but scored positively on the other scales. 

There is possibly a stron9 subject/level-of-unit interaction 

which would require further interviewing and a larger sample 

to properly investigate. It would appear from these results 

that receiving low grades after receiving medium grades 

invoked negati0e attitudes from students. 
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V & VI. Groups H and L (see Tables 4.9 and 4.10 

respectively (below>) were predictably different on the ease 

of assi9nment and enjoym~nt of assignment scales with the H 

Group scoring positively and the L Group scoring negatively. 

However, they were remarkably similar in the value they gave 

to their Year 10 and Year 11 assi9nments. The groups did vary 

on the value they ~ave to their assignment grades in Year 10 

and Year 11 (see Graph 4 . 11, p.79). 

YEAR 
11 

hi9h 

1011 

IDII 

YEAR 10 

hi9h 

EASE.ASS. 
ENJ.ASS. 
VAL.ASS. 
VAL.6RI. 

Table 4.9 Conting ency Table for 4 Scales for Group H 

Groups Hand M.to.H contr asted with each other. Group H was 

positive about the assignment but negative about the value of 

the grade. Group M.to.H was, not surprisingly, positive about 

the grade, but negative about the value of the assignment. 
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YEAR 
ll 

.i,. 

11111 

1011 

EIIJ.ASS. 
EASE.ASS. 

Results 

YEAR 10 

higll 

VAL.ASS, 
VAL,61!1, 

Table 4.10 Contingency Table for 4 Scales for Group L 

Graphs 4.8 to 4.11 (see below> provide more detail about the 

group differences in attitude chan9es. They give more 

information about the size of the differences that have just 

been discussed. They are organised into the four scales so 

that overall patterns can be noticed, such as whether all the 

sampled students thou9ht that Year 11 assi9nments were more or 

less difficult than Year 10 assignments. 

Some general patterns emerge from looking at the clustering 

relative to the coordinates of the axes. The students 

generally found their Year 11 as5i9nment harde~ but more 

enjoyable than the ones they were set in Year 10. They 

expressed more positive attitudes about the value of the 

assignments and their grades than they did about enjoying 

their work. They tended to value their Year 10 grade more than 

their Year 11 grade. 
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Graph 4 . 8 Graph 4.9 
Ease of Assi g nment Enj o yment of Assi g nment 

-< 
d> 
Q) ... 

-< 
d> 
Q) ... ... ... .... ... 

t! • Mtol .. , 

~ MtoH' MtoLM 
__ MtoL" •H 

MtoH 
• 

' 

• M to LM. 
Year10 

• "HtoM L 

-

Graph 4.10 
Value of Assi g nment 

-
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MtoLM 

HtoM • 
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L 
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Value of Grade 
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Graphs 4.8 - 4.11 Changes in Attitudes Between 
Year 10 and Year 11 
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In summary, changes in attitudes as measured by four scales 

can be associated with chan9es in students' 9radin9 

experiences. Students who obtained lower grades in Year 11, 

tended not to .value them. The next section, the analysis of 

interview comments, attempts to provide more information 

about the interactions between the grading experiences of 

groups and the l<noi-1led9e they had about the way they were 

assessed. 

ANALYSIS OF INTERVIEW COMMENTS 

The comments are organised into six sections: 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Comments about Year 10 

Year 11 assignment 

Year 11 unit 

Confidence in secondary college assessment system 

Certification 

Improvements 

The group classifications used in the previous sections of 

this chapter are constantly referred to by ustn9 the same 

(see also Appendix 6). s::nnbol s as in the previous section 

These classifications give greater significance to the 

comments when it is seen that the students from the same 

categor-y cf 9roup gave similar comments, i.e. actual grade 
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received appears to have a major effect on students' comments. 

1. COMMENTS YEAR 11 STUDENTS MADE ABOUT YEAR 10 

Students were 9enerally quite neutral about about their Year 

10 9radin9 experiences, making such comments as: 

"I thought I mi9ht (get an Al, I wasn't sure" CH.to.Ml. 

Further analysis indicated 

opinions. 

that there was a diversity of 

<x. Is this 9r.1.de what you expected to set? 

Students who obtained 10 9rades, were generally 

hopeful or certain about their grades. Students who had 

obtained 

grade: 

low grades responded by givin9 reasons for their 

"I didn't work hard enough" 

"I'm no good at maths" (L) 

"went downhill (in Year 10)• 

CM.to.LM> 

< H > • 

There was an apparent personal responsibility for the low 

3rade, the students generally blamed themselves, not the 

school or their teachers. 

a. Diel this grade encourage/discourage you from continuing 

in this subJect? 

The ~e was no clear pattern of response to this question. Some 
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students had· decided en their secondary college course, 

9enerally on the basis cf their liking for the subject or its 

importance to their future employment. 

Students in al 1 that it 9ave an idea or at 

least set limits: 

•if I got an E or D then ... u ( L) • 

&. Did you find that your assessment 

you? 

in hi9h school helped 

Students who gained high or low grades were generally positive 

about their high school 

thought about it: 

assessment, 

Nnever seemed to worry me• <H> 

but several 

•helped me to know I tiad to improve" (L) 

"gave me more confidence• (L) ■ 

had not 

Several students saw their efforts as important in their 

teachers' assessment of them. (This attitude was apparent in 

the high school section of the study): 

•if I didn"t like a subject I got a bad mark" <H> 

•things were assessed on the way we did• (M.to.H> 

"I worked hard because I wanted a good assessment• 

CH.to.M>. 
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2. COMMENTS MADE ABOUT YEAR 11 ASSIGNMENTS 

The 9eneral impression I 9ained was that the teacher was the 

major determinant of how much information and help the stud~nt 

received. The students made sense of their situations in ways 

which may have been at odds with their teachers' intentions, 

hI 9uess I learned how to write one of those 

funny essays" (H.to.M). 

G. When were you told what this assi9nment was worth, and 

when it was du.e? 

Most students were told at the be9innin9 of the term. The 

only exceptions were students taking art. 

G. 1,,/ere the mar.ks you sot worth the effort? 

Generally high marks were associated with positive comments. 

One student saw the work as an improvement in his personal 

standard although his assessment grade dropped. 

Some students used their high school assessment as a standard 

and were in some confusion about their "mark": 

"oh well ••• it was explained ... so I didn"t mind" (H.to.M) 
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"I'm doing exactly the same work but getting 70's and SO's 

(instead of 90' s)" (H). 

Some students were aware that they were having to learn a new 

system: 

"but I was just learnin3 to understand the syst~m• 

<M.to.LM> 

"I was happy with 15 not a C" "(M.to.LM). 

Lack of communication with the teacher was stron3est in Group 

H.to.M and M.to.L: 

"It's just really what the teacher decides is the correct 

answer" <H.to.M> 

"I put more effort in but I made too many mistakes, I 

didn't listen to the teacher" (M.to.L>. 

Rejection of the grade and the teacher was strongest from one 

of the students from Group M.to.L: 

"an E, would you be ! •.• ~y friends tell me its 900d so I 

don't mind about the mark• (M.to.L>. 

G. What did you 9ain from the assignment? 

There was a noticeable subject bias caused by the nature of the 

assi9riment: in Mathematics the assignments were preludes to 

tests; in Legal Studies, English and Psychology they were 
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integrated into the course work; in Industrial Arts and Art 

they were th.e whole terms activity; and in Science and Typing 

they were isolated activities. 

Stud~nts were perceptive and confident about the differing 

roles of the assignment: 

• •.. found out what I knew and what I"d learnt and what I 

was sure on" CH l • 

G. What help did you ,get while doin9 the assignment? 

Students in Groups M,to.LM, M,to.L and L tended to get help 

from their friends. Students in Groups M,to.H and H used their 

teacher quite freely and anybody else they knew. But students 

in Group H.to.M were more isolationist and one rejected the 

help of her teacher. 

G. l•Jas your- wor-Jc compa.r·ed with other- students• worl<? 

There was possibly a subject effect and certainly a teacher 

effect apparent in the answers. Contrasting comments were 

made such as: 

"Yes that's how we 9ot the 9rade we 9ot" CH.to.Ml 

"I wouldn't have a clue• CM. to. Ll. 

Generally students in Groups M.to.H, H.tci.M, M.to.LM and H had 
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the clear idea that their work was bein9 comparatively mar~ed: 

"they did take the avera9e of them" <M.to.H) 

"she marks them all to9ether" <H.to.M> 

•he worked out the median as well" <M.to.LM> 

•yes all the time" CH> • 

Alon9 with the exceptions in other 9roups, students in Groups 

M.to . L and L were conspicuous for their comments that 

su99ested that either they were marked on an individual basis 

or that they did not know how they were marked. It could be 

that the students were doin9 units in which the teachers 

emphasised the individual nature of their work, however both 

9roups of students were given low to avera9e 9rades. One 

student was pleased by achievin9 an average grade. 

a. Did you see ,any other- stud1:n t s' work? 

Most students saw their friends" work. In two cases teachers 

showed examples of different standards of work. It was 

apparent from the comments that generally friends had similar 

abilities. In some situations, such as technical drawin9, 

students were able to wander around and 

students' work. 

look at other 
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3, COMMENTS ABOUT YEAR 11 UNITS AND FREETIME 

The comments students made in this section of the interview 

often displayed a sense of powerlessness: 

"as far as marks go, •• you sort of go up and down 

at the end of each unit" < H l • 

Their comments appeared to relate strongly to their 

perceptions of what was expected of them. 

a. Were you concerned a.bout a.ny aspects of the unit when you. 

started it? 

No systematic problem was expressed, although individuals had 

problems. Most students stated that they expected it to be a 

continuation from high school and that it turned out that way. 

G. Wa.s there a difference bet1-1een l1igh school and secondar-y 

col le9e? 

Most comments i,Jere concerned with li'iork 1 cads, but in different 

ways. 

Groups M.to.H and H noted that the work 

comments such as: 

"I do more now than I did in high school 

did anything in high school» <HJ 

load increased, 

because I hardly 

"You have to compete more with students because here you 
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get ranl<ed" <H> 

hi revise every day now" (M.to.H). 

Group H.to.M students especially were more concerned with the 

environment in which they were now working: 

"I feel a lot more comfortable in col le9e •.• especially 

when talking to a teacherh <H.to.M) 

"You feel a lot more grown up" ' (HI. 

Group L students generally stated that they wanted the work to 

be about the same and that it had been: 

"Yes I wanted it to be about the same to get used to it" 

(L) 

"in the first term ••• I was having a holiday here" (L) 

"not really I just thought it's 9oin9 to be maths" <LI. 

The art students in Group M.to.L were unhappy with the 

secondary college art unit: 

"there's a big difference between being told what to do 

and just doing what you want" <M.to.L). 

How much time do you spend now, compa.r-ed with high 

school? 

<This question e x panded easily into the more general 

question of: how do you use your freetime? This question 
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has to be seen in the context that the secondary college had 

a two and a quarter hours mid-session in which Registered 

Units were offered. Registered Units are based on activites of 

mutual interest to students and teachers, rather than on 

academic criteria, and they are assessed as a pass or a fail). 

Generally, students in Groups M.to.H, H.to.M, M.to.LM and H 

structured their use of time. They intentionally went home to 

study, or went to the library to study or they just relaxed. 

They were also most likely to take at least one Re9istered 

Unit which would occupy one midsession. Their comments 

indicate that they have well developed study skills: 

DI usually 90 to the library" CM.to.HI 

"usually go home and try to do some work ••• three to four 

hours a night •.• ! don't get work done here ••• people to talk 

to" (M. to. HJ 

• lot more homeworf<._ •• four hours a week here .•• free 1 i nes 

for catching up •.. it's good ••. see other teachersn CH.to.Ml 

"I try to get all my work done at school •.• usually I can 

get it all done in my breaks - it's good" <H> 

"if I've ever got work that I know needs to be doneJ then 

I do it then" 

A student in Group H.to.M who is apparently developin9 his 

study skills commented: 

nr didn't work, which is stupid actuallyJ made it hard tor 
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me to keep up" (H.to.M). 

The comments made by students in Groups M. to. LM ar,d L have a 

completely different emphasis: 

"I tend to slack off more at college because you can get 

it ••• just 90 over to the Plaza or somethihg" 

(M.to.LM) 

"I usually put it off till the last minute, •• not lately I 

haven•t ••• with computers around 

the midsession" <Ll 

"I prefer to sit around 

videos". 

I tend to play games during 

and do other things ••• watch 

There i.-1as, however, a general problem of boredom caused by the 

length of the midsession. 

What were you told ~bout assessment strate9ies at the end 

of term? 

There was no clear pattern of knowledge about this. There 

appears to be the same student/teacher/subject interaction 

that occurred with the way the assignment was to be assessed. 

In the interview an attempt was first made to see if students 

k nei,1 what the technical language meant, i.e. 

standardisation, moderation, scores. The students were then 
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probed to see if they understood the ideas, if not the jargon. 

Groups M.~c.LM and L understood least. 

not define the words - although they had 

They generally could 

heard them before. 

They were more likely to separate themselves from the process. 

Comments such as: 

•1t•s all done by computers" CL) 

"they wouldn't compare us with those kids ••• would they?" 

(L) 

"I've heard about it but it hasn't been explained to me" 

(L) 

can be contrasted with: 

"wasn't told much.,.~"lent and found out a fair 

bit ••• wasn•t sure even at the end of term" (M.to.H) 

"explained by my sister and teachers" <M. to. LM). 

The process of moderation was known by most students, although 

few had any details of how it was done, how many other classes 

were involved etc. (Separate research was undertaken on this 

topic in 1981 for the ACT Schools Authority>. 

Standardisation was a poorly understood process but there was 

a strong awareness that it was done~ 

"I don't fully understand •.. ! just don't ask" lM.to.H) 

"with the mark the standard scores goes up or down 
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depending on everyone else• <M.to.LM> 

"is that where the average is brought out or whatever?" 

"if the class gets really bad they get put up" 

(M.to.LM> 

<M.to.LM>. 

As a word and as an idea standardisation was worst under stood 

by students in Group L. 

The confusion between raw mark~ and standardised scores was 

rampant - the words were used quite interchangeably. 

G. How do you feel about the way your marks were chan9ed? 

There was a general unhappiness about the way marks were 

converted into scores; perhaps more realistically to the way 

"marks" were changed into "ether marks•. Such comments as the 

following were often spoken more emphatically than they appear 

in writing: 

"I don"t like that " <M.to.Hl 

•felt like I was letting myself down• (H.to.Ml 

"I was a bit disappointed" <M.to.LM> 

"Yeah I felt bad about it, I mean I said why? Why should 

I 90 down• <H) (from grade 1 to grade 2 !) 

"I am now (worried about unit scores) • • . with my father on 

my back I am" (L). 
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There were exceptions; some students in Groups ~.to.Hand H 

thought the system encouraged competition: 

"no complaints •.• you're compelled to harder• 

<M.to.H) 

is not really worth it if there's 

twenty six people with one as we11• ( H) • 

4. STUDENTS' EXPRESSED CONFIDENCE IN THE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 

The conflict and confusion between marks and scores is still a 

major factor in students' comments. Ther~ is generally more 

confidence in the mark they receive rather than the score. 

There was a general pragmatic acceptance of the system, with 

some expressed concerns about its effects on them: 

"It's fair enough if they go up but 

they have to come down too" (Hl. 

Students were fairly aware that the underlying process is one 

of rankin9: 

"that's the most effective part of it, where you see how 

you're going as per the other student" (H.to.M> 

"it's on a competition kind of scale" CM.to.LM) 

•you're just thrown in with everybody else• CM.to.LM) 

•1 think it ranks you •.• ,taking 

a bility" (Hl 
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"I'm getting used to it - it compares you to everybody 

else" CL) 

"It really bears down to the teacher really, if he's 

marking people in the right order" ( H > • 

There is a difference between knowing and feeling, so that 

although mast students accept the system to same degree, there 

were more negative comments than positive, in medium or low 

scoring groups especially: 

"I dont think it's very good ... you can't really change 

places if you are in the middle" tH.to.M> 

"I don't like being compared to brighter students ... they 

get better marks and put our averages down" (Ll • 

Again a student in Group L disassociated himself 

process he poorly understood: 

from a 

"I just thought th~ teacher was going to mark it and 

that's that" (L). 

Alternatively some students in most 9roups felt positive about 

the system: 

"it's fair •••• Nhat you put into it you get out ct it" 

"where you do the assignments 

difference" tHl 

CM.to.Hl 

it can really makes a 

•tt shows that you"ve got potential there a~d you're not 
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at the bottom" (L). 

In much the same way as students preferred continuous 

assessment to examinations in hi9h school because they could 

compensate for low test marks, so students in Year 11 

wanted to be "marked" individually so they would 

not be disadvantaged by brighter students. 

There was also the interesting question as to why all courses 

had to have the same marking system. 

Students in Groups H.to,M and M.to.LM were concerned that 

future employers should be able to assess their relative 

ability and were happy with the assessment system. 

5.COMMENTS STUDENTS MADE ABOUT THEIR CERTIFICATES 

Students who did not understand the assessment system, and 

had parents who were apparently not sure about 

tended to express some de9ree of frustration: 

it either, 

"i.t is hard to explain to parents about moderation 

if you don't know what it isu (H.to.M). 

G. l,Jha.t is the impor-ta.ru:e to you now of your Year· .IO 

certificate ••• and your Year 12 certificate? 
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The Year 10 certificate was consistently considered 

unimportant except perhaps tor 9ettin9 part-time employment. 

The reasons for its not bein9 important were to do with 

its utility: 

"I didn't think it was very useful all it had on it 

was what I had failed" (H.to.Ml 

"seeing as I went on I don"t think it was that important" 

( L) • 

Some students thought it useful" for decoration• <M.to.Hl, 

while another thou9ht it "nice to have a piece of paper saying 

you have finished high school" <M.to.LM). 

The Year 12 certificate had now become the important 

aspiration. In Year 10, although there were doubts about the 

value of the Year 10 c_ertiticate, it was still considered 

important. Thus the students still generally accepted the 

values of society about schooling. 

There ~,as a link between the Year 12 certificate and career 

expectations. Althou9h most students thought it important, 

few had any concept of what parts were 9oing to be useful to 

them. Students who had a clear goal tended to have at least a 

functional knowledge of how they were 9oin9 to use the 

certificate - this knowledge was not related to achievement. 
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So a student who aspired to be a diplomat knew the path he had 

to follow at secondary college and at university. He '°'as 

familiar with terms like T.E.S. <Tertiary Entrance Score> and 

course scores. Another student who wanted to get into the Air 

Force had discussed his course •package• with Car~er 

Officers and knew that he had to organise it around things 

"I'm interested in• IL). He also-knew that if he had wanted 

to be an engineer or navigator that he would have had to 

select a special package and get very good scores. 

These students were in contrast to those who had no clear 

ambitions: 

"to 9et into uni •••••. if you get a pass that is one point 

towards your certificate• (M.to.H> 

"to 9et a better education ..•••. I want to be a jillaroo 

but you don't need quallficatons for that• (H.to.M> 

"something in the building trade ••••• I'd rather have 

'T' ones in case there's no way I can get a job" CH.to.M> 

"my dad makes me draw tertiary in case I want to go to 

uni" (M.to.LM>. 

G. What use do you intend to mal<e of your- report slips? 

These were individual differences. Students who had received 

positive comments or l·Jho '°'ere very av1are of their employment 
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prospects talked about using them at interviews. 

"I'll compile them into a little portfolio" <H.to.Ml. 

Other students were more concerned about the reports' effects 

on their parents, while to other students it was just a 

continuation of their high school experiences: 

"nothing new• CL) 

"most teachers say I could do better if I tried ••• " 

CM.to.LI 

•most of the stuff I'd heard from teachers before" CH l • 

G. How is your course score going to be worl<ed out? 

Knowledge of this information and just what was entailed in 

the TES was related to the groups. 

Group M.to.H, H.to.M,. M.to.LM and H wer-e generally well 

informed about course scores, if not so clear, or correct, 

about the TES. Students were unclear about the package 

necessary to get a TES and they had a poor understanding of 

the role of Registered Units in the package. 

Groups M.to.L and L generally had a poor understanding of the 

end of the Year 12 process. Two of the students were confused 

with the N.S.W. H.s.c. system. 
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G. What is the ASA7, what is it used for? 

It was generally known to be a test but its function was 

unclear to most students. Some students in Groups M.to.H, 

H.to.M and H had a clear idea what ASAT was. It may be 

coincidental, but they all had elder brothers or sisters who 

had successfully gone through the system. 

6.STUDENTS" SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTS IN ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 

There was no clear pattern except that generally low achievers 

did not like the system and would prefer a different system. 

COMMENT TYPES FROM GROUPS 
"t<now more• •••.••••.••.•.. • ••••.••••••• M.to.H, H 
"Scrap ASAT moderation" ••..••..•••...•• H.ta.M 
"Give non standardised marks" ••••.••• H.to.M, M.tc.L, 

H, L 
"Give con~ideration to progress" •.•••.• M.to.H 
"Happy with it" •••.••.••..•..••••.••••• H.to.M, M.to.LM, 

H 

SUMMARY 

The data is not readily reducable to a few points but a few 

strands were quite consistent. 

Students in Group H especially, but also in M.to.H, H.to.M and 

M.to.LM, were coping well with the system. They were making 

intor·med choices, they appeared to share the same "cultural 
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capital" as their teachers. They appeared to be able to 

communicate effectively with their teachers. 

At the other extreme students in Groups M.to.L and L were not 

only relatively unsuccessful in their 9rades, they also seemed 

to lack the back9r□und and attitude necessary far them to 

improve. However, the choices made by Group L students were 

apparently realistic, They had performed relatively poorly in 

hi9h school and were bein9 careful about their choices in 

secondary college. 

This chapter has att~mpted to show that there are stron9 links 

between attitude chan9e, information about the assessment 

system and the students' 9radin9 experiences, The next chapter 

describes some of the implications of these findin9s. 
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SUMMARY and IMPLICATIONS 

OVERVIEW 

The findings of this study indicate that more academically 

successful students know more about the assessment system and 

are more positive about the process of schooling. This 

chapter attempts to interpret these findings within the 

broader scope of other research. It raises some questions 

about the assumptions made by some educators in the A.C.T. and 

it recommends the use of students' opinions in the evaluation 

of curricula. 

The chapter begins with a summary of the results for those 

readers who do not wish to read Chapters 3 and 4. 
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SUMMARY OF INTERVIEW FINDINGS 

Students in Year 10 were not well informed about their 

assessment systems. The information they possessed depended 

more on the subject they were taking than on the school, They 

were rarely in a position to plan their work load, 

The students were generally marked on a restricted range (A to 

C or its equivalent>. Although they were generally told what 

they did right or wrong, they were rarely told how to improve 

their work. 

The goal they were working towards, the Year 10 Certificate, 

was shrouded in uncertainty; both as to how it was to be 

calculated and as to what use .it would have. Students tended 

to overestimate their performance in the Year 10 Certificate 

if they were successful and underestimate it if they were 

unsuccessful (as measured by their Year 10 assignment grades). 

They saw that assessment was involved in learning, but saw 

that its main role was to be judgemental about their 

performance. They also saw that assessment had a role in 

controlling behaviour. 

When some of these students were interviewed again in Year 11, 

they were generally more informed about the assessment system 

'· 
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in Year 11 than they were while in Year 10. They had been 

provided with unit outlines and had the information necessary 

to plan their workloads. 

The Vear 11 students were marked on a wider scale, (an 

effective A to E scale) and as a consequence most students 

were awarded lower grades in Vear. 11 than they had received in 

Year 10, even if they considered that they were workin9 at the 

same level. This was associated with the more negative value 

they gave to the grade they received in Year 11. The students 

still tended to use their Year 10 grading experiences as a 

basis for judging their success in Year 11, at least at the 

beginning of their second term, 

The new goal, the Year 12 Certificate, had a much clearer and 

more urgent character than the Year 10 Certificate, There was 

little dispute about its importance, but thel"e were 

differences in students• knowledge about how it was to be 

cal cu 1 ated. These differences were related to achievement 

levels, with more successful students knowing mare about the 

process. 

The students found Year 11 more difficult but they also found 

it mare enjoyable. The difficulty level was related to teacher 

expectations and the content of the courses they were takin9. 

The enjoyment appeared ta come from better relationships with 
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the teachers. 

Students described their teachers in different ways which 

related, in part, to the students• achievement levels. 

Generally, more successful students were more likely to talk 

to teachers if they were having difficulties, and were more 

likely to question why they had been awarded their 9rade. 

Common to both Year 10 and Year 11 interviews was the desire 

for students to ~e able to maximise their marks. This involved 

different strategies and concerns, but provided a general 

support for continuous assessment and a general antipathy 

towards examinations. 

This summary can be succinctly expressed in the terms of the 

original propositions of the study: 

I. Students saw school and assessment in functional rather 

than idealistic terms. Their 9oals related to their relative 

achievements but the interviews did not reveal any other 

interactions. The study would need a much broader scope to 

investigate the effects of social back9round. 

II. The students who were "successful" in the assessment 

system also knew more about the assessment system. 

III. Changes that occurred in the assessment system 

between Year 10 and Year 11 were related to chan9es in 

attitude, such that students who experienced negative changes 
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in their grades also expressed relatively ne9ative attitude 

changes towards their assignments. 

INTERPRETATION OF INTERVIEW FINDINGS 

The interview findings can be tentatively interpreted from a 

symbolic interactionist viewpoi~t. Put simply, the way that 

students make sense of the assessment system affects the way 

that they relate to it (and vice versa). The way that they 

make sense of it affects the way that they direct their 

efforts. 

Whilst I would contend that it is to every student•s advanta9e 

to understand how the system works, the students had a 

selectively biased 

assessment system 

assessment system. 

knowledge. Those who knew most about the 

were also the most successful in the 

There is a great danger here of su99estin9 

a spurious cause-effect relationship. So it is worthwhile to 

analyse the within two general constructs: 

communication and realism. Communication has to do with the 

sense the students make of the information, both over.t and 

"hidden", that they receive. Realism is concerned with the 

actions the students take as a consequence of what is 

communicated to them. 
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Communication 

A student's ability to communicate with his/her teacher is 

crucial to the linguistic process that is called education. 

The nature and quality of the communication between students 

and successive teachers was evident in different statements 

that the students made. 

Teachers have obviously communicated to students that low 

grades are the fault of the student, not the teacher. It was 

apparent that the students took the majority of the 

responsibility for their "low gradesd. This is consistent with 

the work cf Woods(1977), Covington ( 1976), App le ( 1979) and 

Conne 1 1 < 1975 > , who all saw that schools are places of 

evaluation where the students have to take the blame for their 

failings. Students will take this responsibility even though 

the assessment system used in most school systems is designed 

to create successes and failures. As Covington suggests; the 

value of the success depends on its scarcity. This would 

account for the lack of status of the Year 10 Certificate in 

students• opinions. The right to assign students as successes 

or failures is a major factor in the control of students by 

teac:hers, and students are not generally encouraged to 

question this, especially in high school (Willis,1979). 

Teacher-s have apparently communicated to students that they 

are more comfortable talking to mere competent student■ , 
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(Levin, 1980). Successful students were quite prepared to 

discuss their work with teachers. This was in marked contrast 

with the less successful students who were prepared to leave 

everything (marking, moderation, standardisation> to the 

teacher or even the computer. Students from less successful 

9roups obviously gained their information about the Year 12 

Ce-rtificate from people used ~o the N.S.W. Hi9her School 

Certificate process, not from their current teachers. More 

successful students obviously gained information from friends 

and relatives as well~ but they appeared to have more 

knowledg-able friends and relatives. 

This socially reproductive trend is consistent with the works 

of Bou~dieu(1976), Corri9an(1979), Willis(1979> and Bowles l!.c 

Gintis(1976l. If schools have a particular culture which is 

alien to some students but not to others, then some students 

will be advantaged at the expense of others. This disadvantage 

can exist at several levels. It can exist at the level of 

teachers transmitting information which is selectively 

understood. Alternatively, it can exist at the level of 

teachers selectively providin9 information on ~he basis of 

their own prejudices or their own .knowledge. This study was 

not able to investigate either of these possibilties. Whatever 

the cause, more capable students were more prepared to 

approach and talk to their teachers in order to gain help and 

information. Both groups appeared to accept their roles and 
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the teachers' roles and, as Sharpe et al(1975> the 

schools have mana9ed to define social reality in peculiar ways 

for particular 9roups of students. 

The continuity, in the minds of the students, between Year 10 

and Year 11 may mean that students still base their approaches 

to schooling on their past exper,iences. That is, the way they 

relate to teachers · and their total learning environments in 

secondary colle9e may be determined by the way they learned 

to relate in high school. This would explain the apparent lack 

of difficulty they had on enterin9 the Year 11 unit. It could 

also help explain why the correlation between the Year 10 

Certificate grades and the Year 11 unit grades was so high 

(Tau=0.55, p<.001). These learnt behaviours and attitudes 

could also account for Cohen's(1965) and Marcus et al's(1978l 

findings that grades did not affect general attitudes, but 

that they did affect future expectations. 

Jencks(1979) was unable to explain why the amount of schooling 

is the best predictor of economic success, but the continuity 

of achievement levels between different schools for the$e 

students indicate that lessons learnt early on continue to be 

reinforced. Much of this reinforcement comes at the level of 

classroom interactions and the abilty of studentfi to 9ain the 

help necessary for success. 
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Realism 

The impression Cohen(1965) gained from asking studen~s about 

assessment was their total realism. Students can be expected 

to use their ener9y in a way that makes sense to them. The 

assessment system informs them of the 9ains they can expect to 

achieve from the effort they put into their work. 

The use students made of their time was a major indicator of 

their possible success. Again cause-effect relationships 

cannot be shown, but the pattern held that students who were 

successful made more constructive use of their time. This is 

consistent with Omelick's(1981) description of learned 

helplessness. What.ever the initial cause for what is 

basically a learnin9 deficiency, the situation appears to 

become self-perpetuating. Having freetime helps those students 

who know how to use thelr freetime constructively. Students 

who were less successful tended to waste their time in terms 

of completin9 schoolwork. They were more likely to be 

distracted by computer games or by car maintenance. However, 

their experiences in school had shown that success, in terms 

of grades, was not a realistic expectation. 

Freetime also helps students undertake part-time jobs, but 

working part-time can also be a culturally defining process. 

Students who need to work can find that work often competes 

with study. The issue was not raised in any of the interviews 
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indicating, possibly, that students have already adjusted to 

their "cultural location• (Willis,1979,p.59). The students are 

making realistic choices, not free choites. Some students were 

successful, in their eyes, in maintaining acceptable scores 

while they were still working. These students were typically 

in the middle 9roup, (i.e. the M,to.LM group>, who were quite 

positive about their work, and w~o were in the business of 

keepin9 their •options" open. 

It has already been mentioned that students• knowledge of the 

system is related to their ability to communicate with their 

teachers, but it also related to the expected rewards the 

system has to offer, Students who knew with certainty that 

they were aspiring towards a career that required a TES were 

more informed about it. Other students who had clear 

expectations not related to 9ainin9 a TES were reasonably 

aware of their career requirements. Students in low achieving 

groups had very limited knowledge about TES calculations. 

There appears to be a measure of fatalism in this knowledge, 

or rather lack of knowled9e. The less successful students 

9enerally were trying ta make sense of the immediate and were 

unconcerned about 

consistent. with 

Eizler(19SO>, 

Ccrrigan .<1979). 

r . 

the future. 

the findings 

Furlong ( 1977> 1 
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The students were, understandably, keen ~o maximise their 

marks. Some students working tor long term goals could accept 

the process of iankin9. Other students were affronted by a 

system whi~h could . change their marks especially if it 

lowered them or prevented students from 9aining hi9her marks. 

In high school, students wer~ in favour of continuous 

assessment as they found it easier to 9ain higher marks. 

Students in subjects which contained a significant 

examination component were making much the 5&me criticisms as 

they were in the days of external examinations. Some students 

in secondary college were horrified when they realised that 

they were bein9 compared with Nbrighter students" as they knew 

that such comparisons would lower their marks. 

The question that remains is whether students have a 

functional or r-ealistic knowledge of the system. If students' 

life chances ar-e controlled by factors beyond their present 

control, then they need strategies to help them cope with the 

situation. These strategies will b& success-ensuring or 

failure-avoiding (Covington, 1976) depending on t~~ students' 

prior successes or failures. This would su99est that this 

particular secondary college will be unsuccessful in 

attempting to use formal e .ducation to intervene in the life 

chances of its students. As Corrigan (1979> point•d out, 

wor-king class students have to escape from their class value 
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systems if they are to take any advantage of the education 

system. Put another way, schools have to take account of the 

different back9rounds of students and enable the students to 

make rational choices, rather than socially determined 

choices. Schools cannot continue to pretend that the 

assessment system is meritocratic and consequently fair. 

THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE FINDINGS FOR THE A.C.T. SYSTEM 

Finding la: 

Students had different amounts of kn0wled9e about the 

assessment system, and this knowled9e was positively related 

to their relative achievements. 

Finding lb: 

Year 10 students saw no clear function for their Year 10 

Certificate, and were generally uncertain about the way it was 

generated. 

Imp lications: 

Schools should consider whether the basic assessment 

strategies assist in the achievement of the school aims. If 

they are incompatible, then the 5chools should alter the the 

aims or the assessment structures so that i~ey become 

c:ompatible. In the process of doing this, schools should 

ensure that they are catering for the total community. 

Finding 2a: 

Students saw that continuous assessment did • net inhibit the 

selective function of schools, although they preferred it to 
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final examinations. 

Finding 2b: 

There was no evidence that the tran5ition between high school 

and secondary college allowed a fresh start. 

Imp l i cat i ens: 

Schools should consider the degree to which the selective 

function of the Year 12 Certificate has pervaded the 

assessment system, and hence the learning environment, of both 

secondary colleges and high schools. Schools should also 

consider whether the transfer of rQSponsibility for curriculum 

choice to students is inhe~ently a selective mechanism which 

is not based on the "ability" of the student. 

Find in9 3: 

Students were valuable and rich sources of information about 

the way the school system acts on students. 

Implications: 

Schools should make use of student opinions in the process of 

evaluating curricula. Making use of students• thoughts and 

opinions should be politically empowering for students and 

would be a progressive step towarda democratising schools. 
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE METHODOLOGY FOR RESEARCH IN EDUCATION 

The type of research used in this study is intrinsically 

explorative. To be of any use, beyond being a survey 

methodology, it needs to give rise to higher levels of theory 

development. 

The research confirms that assessment plays a major part in 

the lives of students, and hence teachers, at school. A 

conceptual theor~ would attempt to place this knowledge into 

either a sociological or a psychological framework. If 

students, and teachers, are accepting a ready made scheme, 

then a sociological perspective would probably provide a 

better framework for exploring the interactions between 

students, teachers and the purposes of schooling. 

A more developed sociolo9ical framework should be able to 

model changes that would result from changes in school aims 

and consequent changes in assessment systems, such as the 

proposals for a socially critical school (Kemmis, 1983). Until 

we reach a higher level of theory development, th~n education 

will continue t~ be an experimental process largely unaided by 

educational research and very vulnerable to short term 

political expediency. 

The methodology cf asking students ordinary questions is also 
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significant if it enables teachers to easily and effectively 

evaluate curricula. The process of 9oin9 through individual 

interviews was both illuminating and exhausting, and would 

probably demand too much time for practisin9 teachers to 

contemplate using. However, similar results can be obtained by 

using a structured group process with a whole class group. 

After completing my initial analysis of the data collected in 

this study, I tested my ideas with a mixed group of Year 11 

and Year 12 students. I asked the students what were the 

advantages and the disadvantages of the way they were 

assessed. Using a structured group process, the class group 

finally emerged with a list cf three advantages and three 

disadvantages of the way they experienced the assessment 

system. These adva.nta9es/ disadvanta9es were then compared 

with the diagram of the relationships between the purposes of 

school and the type o+ assessment system (Figure 2.2, p.3O). 

The students were able to discuss the implications of the type 

o+ assessment being used at the secondary college for the 

outcomes they hoped to get from their schooling. 

Any method of evaluation which enc0ura9es teachers to be 

involved in critical self reflection about the processes that 

are going on in their classrooms will ultimately facilitate 

progressive chan9es in education. Even if the teachers, like 

the researchers, are unable to find any easy answers, the 
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quest tor better solutions should at least help us locate 

Giroux's, (19811"human agents" of chan9e and should also 

provide a more fertile environment in which changes can take 

place. 
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APPENDIX 1 

YEAR 10 INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 

Part 1: about this p iece of assessment 

1. What is the assessed piece of work? 

*2• How much time did you spend on it? 

*3• How much was this piece of work worth towards your 

fi~al unit result? 

4. What do you think your teacher was expectin9 you 

to do: before yo~ did the work; now that you have got it back? 

5. Why do you think that you were assessed on this 

piece of work? 

6. Do you know why you got the mark you did? 

¼7. What happened after the work had been marked: 

how long did it take to get the work back; how much time was 

spent on follow up; what types of exercises or assignments 

were given to you to hefp you catch up? 

*8• What did you find out from having your work 

assessed? 

*9• How did the teacher inform you of his/her 

assessment of your work? 

*10. 

11. 

What did the mark/9rade/comment mean to you? 

If you were given the same assignment again 

do you think that you could do better? 

Part 2: about the unit you are study ing 

12. What are the objectives of the unit you are 
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studying? 

13. 

*14. 

What are you supposed to be learning? 

How are you being assessed in this unit? 

Appendix l 

15. How free are you to express your own ideas, even 

when they differ from your teachers? 

*16. What percentage of the work you do: is assessed for 

comments; for a mark or grade; is not assessed at all? 

. 17. 

18. 

19. 

Is too much of your work assessed? 

How is your final unit mark/grade calculated? 

How are the marks from other classes compared with 

your class's marks? 

Part 3: about y our Year 10 Certificate 

20. How will your Year 10 Certificate grade ~or this 

subject be calculated? 

21. How important is your Year 10 Certificate to you 

now? 

22. What use will be made of your Year 10 Certificate 

when you get it? 

Part 4: y our views about assessment 

23. How important is it to you to have your work 

assessed? 

24. Would you learn anything different if you were not 

assessed? 

25. How satisfied are you with the way you are assessed 
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in this subject? 

26, Are there any changes that you would like to see 

made in the way you are assessed in this subject? 

27, What contribution should your effort make to your 

final mark? 

Part 5: Back g round Information 

NOTE 

This information will be used for follow 
up research. NO student's name will be 
used in any public document. 

¼28. Sex 

¼29. Age 

¼30. What is your full mame? 

What is the last grade you were awarded in this 

subject? 

¼32. What grade do you expect to get in your Year 10 

Certificate in this subj~ct? 

¼33. If you are going to college next year, Which one 

do you intend going to? 

¼34. If you do not intend 9oin9 to college next year, 

what are you intendin9 to do? 
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APPENDIX 2 

YEAR 11 INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 

Part 1: Year 10 

1. What grade did you get for Year 10 Certificate in 

subject X? 

~- Is this what you expected? 

3. Why have you continued/not continued with this 

subject? 

4. Did you find assessment in subject X helpful? 

Part 2: Last Assi g nment 

5. What was the last assi9nment worth; when were you 

told? 

6. Were the marks you got worth the effort? 

7. What did you gain from doing the assignment? 

8. What type of feedback did you get? 

9. Was this feedback helpful? 

10. How long did it take to get your work back? 

11. Wa:s your work compared with other studen~-s• work; 

did you want it to be compared? 

Part 3: The Unit 

12. Were you concerned about any aspect of the unit? 

13. Was there a big difference between high school and 
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college? 

14. How much time do you spend now, compared with hi9h 

school? 

15. What were you told about the assessment strategies: 

were your marks moderated, standardised or adjusted at all? 

16. How do you feel about the .,.,ay your marks were 

adjusted? 

i7. What more would you like to know? 

18. Could anythin9 else be done to help you? 

19. How to.nfident are you that the assessment system is 

measuring your ability? 

20. Are you confident about the assessment system? 

Part 4: Certification 

21. What is the importance to you now of! the Year 10 

Certificate; the Year 12 Certificate; your report slips? 

22. Would you chan9e subjects based on the course 

scores you obtained? 

23. How is your course score 9oin9 to be worked out? 

24. What is A.S.A.T., what does it do to course scores? 

25. What changes would you make to the way you are 

assessed? 
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r . 

student answer sheet 

!or com111ents? 

for a mark/grade 7 

is not assessed 

~ackground information 

Q.;!8 What s_ex are you ? 

Q.l9 How old are you? 

Q.50 What is your full name ? 

Q.51 W~at was the laat grade awarded to you in 

this subject ? 

Q.5Z What grade do you expect to get in your Year 10 

Certificate in this subject? 

Q.55 I! you are intending going to College next year, 

which one are you intending goin& to 7 

1.1.54 It you do not intend goi ng to College;"'hat are you 

intending doing? 
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YEAR 11 ANSWER SHEET 

student answer sheet 

What did the mark/grade/comment mean to you, 

did you feel it was: 

valuable 

unimportant 

d111tructive 

what did the assignment mean to you, 

did you feel it was : 

complicated 

iir.portant 

dull 

worthless 

complex 

relevant 

unenjoyable 

dH'ficult 

exciting 
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APPENDIX 5 

DESCRIPTIONS OF CODINGS USED WITH YEAR 10 AND YEAR 11 

INTERVIEW DATA 

Year 10 

The written responses were coded in the followin9 way: 

Variables 1-4 

Variabl~s 5-9 

Variables 10-12 

Variables 13-20 

Variables 21-32 

Variables 33-35 

Each student was given a unique code 
number which contained: school, 
teacher, subject and student. 

Time was recorded in days worth 
as a percenta9e.Followup time was 
recorded in hours. 

Feedback recorded as rating value 
( 1 to 5l. 

Information records as rating scale 
(1to5l. 

Meaning scales adjusted so that 
positive adjectives recorded as 1 
and negative adjectives recorded as 7. 

How assessed scored as knowing/not knowing 
dichotomy. 

Variables 36-38 Workload assessed scored as knowing/not 
knowing. 

Variables 39-44 Background information given as simple 
codes. 

Codes 0,8,9 were reserved for: 
0 - no response 
8 - mixed response 
9 - unclassifiable response 
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Year 11 

These responses were coded in the followin9 way: 

Variable 1, 2 Sex and subject <subject kept the hi9h 
school revised classification 1-3) 

Variable 3,4 Year 10 assignment and expected 
certificate grades 

Variable 5-8 Year 10 attitude scales, ie. value grade, 
ease, enjoy, value assignment 

Variable 9-12 Year 11 attitude scales, ie. value grade, 
ease, enjoy, value assignment 

Va,:-iable 13 Year 11 assi9nment mark 
Variable 14 Year 10 certitic:ate grade achieved 
Variable 15 Year 11 unit score 

Assignments, scores and grades 
scale. Marks were converted as: 

i-,ere reduced to a five point 
80+ --" > 5 
70+ --> 4 
60+ --> 3 
50+ --> 2 
)50 --> 1 

(with an appropiate conversion if the mark was out of 20>. Two 
high schools give a simple grading of A-E, but the third used 
HD , D , C, P , F. 
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APPENDIX 6 

DESCRIPTIONS OF ABBREVIATIONS 

General abbreviations: 
sex 
subject 
school 

Grade Related Abbreviations: 

YrlO_ass_gr 

. YrlO_cer-_gr _10 

YrlO_cer_gr_ll 

Yl"il_unt~gr 

Year 10 assignment grade 

Year- 10 Certificate grade that the 
students expected to get while they 
were in Year 10 

Year 11 assignment grade 

Year 10 Certificate grade that the 
students reported that they had 
actually received 

Year 11 Unit grade. 

Attitude Scale Abbreviations: 

value_gr_lO 

ease_ass_lO 

enjm_ass_lO 

value_ass_lO 

val ue_gr _11 

ease_ass_ll 

enjm_ass_ll 

value_ass_ll 

Value of grade scale in Year- 10 

Ease of assignment scale in Year 10 

Enjoyment of assignment scale in Year 10 

Value of assignment scale in Year 10 

Value of grade scale in Y-ar 11 

Ease of assignment scale in Year 11 

Enjoyment of assignment scale in Year 11 

Value of assignment scale in Year 11 

Student Group Abbreviations: 

M.to.H 

H.to.M 

Medium to high grade change 

High to medium grade change 
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M.to.LM Medium to low-mediuM grade change 

M.to.L Medium to low grade chan9e 

H Hi9h grade (no change) 

L Low grade <no change> 
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ACADEMIC 

ACCREDITATION 

A.S.A.T. 

COURSE 

COURSE SCORE 

APPENDIX 7 

GLOSSARY 

(Terms related to assessment> 

-subjects that are taught in schools which 

are also taught in university. 

-the proc~ss of approvin9 a course for use 

in the college curriculum. A course is 

approved by the ACT Accreditation Agency on 

the basis of a recommendation from a panel. 

-Australian Scholastic Aptitude Test, which 

is used to moderate "T" course scores. 

-a coherent set of units combined t~ make a 

minor (3/4 units>,major (5/6/7 units>, a 

major-minor (8/9 units) or a double major 

(10 or more units). 

-a ranking of students based on their 

relative performances. 

HIGH SCHOOL -caters for Years 7 to 10 

SECONDARY COLLEGE -caters for Years 11 and 12, and also Mature 

Age students. 

STANDARDISED 

( COURSE OR UNIT> 

SCORES 

!' 

-the raw scores are adjusted to a mean of 
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UNIT 

T.E.S. 

r 

65 and a standard deviation of 15. 

-a coherent set of le•rnin9 experiences. In 

a secondary college, it is defined as 44 

hours of timetabled time. 

-Tertiary Entrance Score, an aggregate 

score for students who have met certain 

criteria (including finishing 30 units) 

which can then be used to select stud•nts. 

It was originally planned to be used for 

university/CAE entrance, but now it is 

used by many employer groups. 
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